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1. Introduction


1.1 Background and Motivation


Dispersion models applicable to Lake Erie have been developed to describe


the circulation and mixing of conserved and nonconserved pollutants, biological


species, etc. Various models deal with areas from the size of harbors or


embayments up to basins or entire lakes. Some models assume perfect mixing


in the vertical direction and thus include only horizontal convection and
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diffusion. Others have two or more "layers" in the vertical direction * •


These contain vertical diffusion along with the horizontal terms. The obvious


preference for eliminating vertical variations is the simplification and


greater efficiency of computer solution that results.


Previous efforts in large lake dispersion modeling raised several ques


tions. These may be stated as follows: (1) When can it safely be assumed that


there is complete mixing in the vertical direction so that only horizontal


transport need be included in the model? (2) If complete vertical mixing


cannot be assumed, what values should be used for a vertical diffusion coefficient?


(3) Incomplete vertical mixing can be assumed, should the resulting horizontal


transport model employ modified horizontal diffusion coefficients, and if so


how should they be modified? All of these questions relate directly or in


directly to the degree of vertical mixing that occurs and motivated this


investigation.


1.2 Goals of the Research Project


The project can be broadly broken up into two parts, a theoretical part


and an experimental part. The goals of the theoretical part were to determine


under what conditions, for a given vertical diffusion and vertical profile of




horizontal velocity, complete mixing in the vertical direction could be assumed


and how the remaining horizontal terms should be modified. These goals pertain


to questions (1) and (3) above. The goal of the experimental part was to


measure the vertical diffusivity in Lake Erie under various conditions and to


attempt to develop a general correlation between vertical diffusivity and


other factors characterizing lake conditions. This pertains directly to


question (2) above, but also relates to questions (1) and (3).


2. Summary of the Theoretical Study


2.1 Method


The following model equation was solved to obtain the results:


where C is concentration, u(z) is horizontal velocity as a function of verti


cal position, z, Dz is the vertical diffusivity, x is horizontal position


and t is the time. This equation contains the basic interaction between


horizontal convection and vertical diffusion. Equation (1) was solved


numerically for given initial conditions, and for a number of typical velo


city profiles, u(z), and diffusivity profiles, D (z). From these solutions,


C is obtained as a function of t, x and z. The first and second moments of


C in the x direction are computed easily from the solution of (1). The


square root of the second moment about the mean x, i.e., the standard devia


tion, a oy is of particular interest since it is involved in the fundamental


x

definition of the effective horizontal dispersion coefficient for C, Dx:


= 1 d°x2 (2)

D


* 2 dT




Thus* from the solution of (1) it can be determined when the vertical variation


of C becomes negligible and what the effective rate of horizontal spread of


C has become, DY. It should be noted that Dv results from the combined effect

A A 

of vertical diffusion and horizontal convection and is in addition to horizontal 

spread from "horizontal turbulence." Dv in effect substitutes for the vert ical 
x


direction z.


More detail on the derivation and applicability of the model equation (1)


is given in the Introduction of Appendix A4. Details of the numerical solution


of equations (1) and (2) are found in Appendix Al, Chapter IV and Appendix A2,


Chapter II. Previous work relating to the solution of (1) and (2), the use


of moments to find D , and the interaction of vertical diffusion and horizontal

x 

convection to y i e l d e f fect ive horizontal dispersion is discussed in the i n t r o 

duction and background sections of Appendices Al - A4. 

2.2 Results 

I t was found from the solutions of (1) that fo r a period a f te r in t roduct ion 

of a "po l l u tan t " , ver t i ca l variat ions in C are s ign i f icant and D ( = y 
a x x is an increasing function of t ime. Eventually, however, ve r t i ca l 
dt J 

var iat ions become negl ig ib ly small and D reaches a constant value in 

t ime. These two conditions were found to occur at about the same time i n a l l 

the computed examples. D reaching a constant value therefore appears to be a 

good c r i t e r i o n for deciding when the ver t ica l direct ion can be eliminated in a 

dispersion model. The t ime, t - j , that i t takes Dx to reach a constant can be 

calculated from 

alDz




where H is depth, D is vertical average of the vertical diffusivity and a-,


is a constant for each combination of u(z) and D (z) used in (1). (See the


appendix of Appendix A3 for a derivation of (3)).


The value of D after the vertical direction is eliminated is
x


where U is the change in velocity from surface to bottom and C-, depends on
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u(z) and D (z). Values of C-, and cu for all the computed examples are given


in Table 3, p. 14, of Appendix A4. Examples of the application of these results


to dispersion modeling in large lakes are given in Appendix A3, pp. 9-12, and


Appendix A4, pp. 15-18. The latter section also shows how the interaction of


vertical diffusion and horizontal convection could produce an effective hori


zontal dispersion coefficient D that grows with length scale according to the


4/3 power law that has been used to describe horizontal dispersion in large


lakes and oceans. Figure 12 of Appendix A4 compares computed values of DV(K )

X c


with those measured in Lake Ontario and attributed to horizontal turbulence.


It is clear that the two effects are of the same order of magnitude. In fact,


the horizontal dispersion may depend primarily on the phenomenon described


here rather than horizontal turbulence in the traditional sense.


Prediction of t1 and D for dispersion in other environmental situations,

I X


such as rivers and streams, estuaries, and the atmosphere, can be done by


these methods. Some examples are given in Appendix A3, section III.


3. Summary of the Experimental Study


3.1 Method


The vertical diffusivity was measured in two ways. The first way involved


releasing a small amount of rhodamine dye in neutrally buoyant solution at the




lake surface. Samples were then taken over the next ten minutes and at depths 

to ten feet. This provided concentration data so that 

Cz2dz 

(5) 

Cdz 

could be evaluated (using a Simpson's rule approximation for the integrals) 

as a function of time. From t h i s , 

D = 1/2 ^ z ^ (6) 
z dt 

could be determined. This D would represent an average value over the upper 

five feet or so. 

The second way involved releasing a larger amount of rhodamine dye in 

neutrally buoyant solution at the surface. Measurements were then made over 

the next thirty minutes and at depths to thirty feet. These data were then 

used to find optimum values for the parameters in the following model diffusion 

problem: 

H • a* tDz f ] (7a) 

C(z,0) = Q e" A 4 Z (7b) 

Dz = A1 + A2 e~A3z (7c) 

C in both these models represents a horizontally averaged concentration at 

constant z. Thus the variation of Dz with depth could be found from the 

values of A2 and A3. The best values for A-j to A4 were found by fi t t ing the 

numerical solution of (7) to the data using the Marquardt method . 

The field measurements in both cases were performed in essentially the 

same way. The entire experiment was designed around the 12 by 75 mm disposable 



glass test tube. The reason for this was to make as simple as possible the


handling of the several thousand expected individual samples. It had been


found that if the sample could be captured in this size tube and identified


in the field, it could remain there for its determination of dye concentration


in the laboratory.


Considering that the method called for the use of vertical concentration


profiles, devices which would support a series of these sample tubes in a


vertical line and allow them all to sample simultaneously were designed.


The sampling devices that resulted were constructed on an aluminum channel


shape. Attached to this channel by means of aluminum rivets were 21 aluminum


AA cell battery clamps. These were spaced from 1/2 foot to 2 1/2 feet,


depending on the experiment, for a length of 5 to 10 feet and bent in such a


way as to support the tube about an inch away from the channel and parallel


to it. The clamps had been specially purchased without the electrical terminals


and are nearly ideal for supporting this size tube. However, they do have the


tendency to scratch the boro-silicate glass and so each tang of the clamp had


to be covered with a strip of electrician's plastic insulating tape. This


also gave a surer grip and helped prevent the tube sliding along its axis.


Also riveted to the channel was a flat spring of shim brass just above each


tube clamp. To seal the tube until it should capture its sample an appropriate


size vacutainer stopper was fastened to the underside of the flat spring with


a thermo plastic glue. A stainless wire was fed through holes drilled in the


outer ends of the flat springs and a fisherman's lead split shot was swaged


onto the wire just below each flat spring. Lastly, a small 24 volt DC solenoid


(ultimately not used) was fastened to the top of the channel by means of an


automotive hose clamp and attached to the wire so that when it was actuated,




it would flex all the springs upward and simultaneously "uncork" all the tubes.


When the solenoid was deactivated the springs would again cover their respec


tive tubes with their stoppers. As a final refinement, the stoppers were


coated with silicon vacuum grease which helped to seal the tubes against in-


leakage of water before their time to sample and also seemed to help break


the surface tension and allow the tube to fill immediately upon opening.


Corrosion resistance had been a consideration when choosing the materials of


construction for these devices since it was obvious that they would be dunked


in the lake many times with little opportunity to dry them off between periods


of use.


The sampling devices, sample tubes, concentrated rhodamine solution,


stoppers, identification stickers, sample tube transporting boxes and all the


equipment associated with the wind and current measurements were carried to


the experiment site in a seventeen foot open launch which also towed a canoe.


The actual experiment was performed from the canoe while the other boat served


as a base of operations. In brief, the dye was released, the patch was


sampled, the sample tubes removed from the devices, stoppered and labeled,


then carried back to the lab for concentration determination.


The site for a test was selected so as to be certain that dye from


previous runs would not be inadvertently picked up in the samples. This


generally meant seeking a position a few hundred yards upwind from any


previous runs. The canoe, which carried a flask of dye concentrate and the


sampling devices which had already been loaded with a quantity of empty tubes,


was paddled out to the selected spot. In some experiments the tubes were


loaded every six inches, in others they were spaced at one foot or 2 1/2 feet


intervals. The dye slug was released from the stern of the canoe while it
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drifted downwind so that there was no need to paddle in the immediate vicinity


of the dye release.


The release was a simple pouring motion of the flask from a height no


more than a few inches above the surface. Care was taken to release the dye


in one blob of about 25 ml (1000 ml in the longer time experiments) with as


little motion with respect to the surface as possible. The canoe was then


allowed to drift down from the patch twenty yards or so before paddling was


begun to stabilize it in the wind.


The sampling was timed as closely as possible with a stopwatch with a


sweep second hand. In the last seconds before the target time the stern man


would bring the bow of the canoe over some part of the patch. The bow man


would then lower one of the sampling devices into the patch and take the samples


at the desired depth. Then the sampling device would be withdrawn and the


canoe was allowed to drift away again. With practice, the stern man could


judge the speed of the canoe so that it would be carried into the patch by


its momentum, stop and begin to drift back just as the bow man was withdrawing


the sampling device. In this way the presence of the canoe disturbed the


patch as little as possible.


After the last sampling time the tubes were carried back to the launch


to be identified and corked for transport back to the lab. On the launch new


tubes could be placed in the sampling devices for another run or wind and


current data could be gathered.


The samples were brought back from the experiment site to be measured


for dye concentration. This was done by means of a Turner 111 Fluorometer.


The field procedure differed from the proposed method, which was to


perform the sampling by an array of samplers of the type described above.


The samplers were to have been anchored in a pattern and operated by means of




of the solenoid valves attached to each one which would be activated remotely


through wires running to a central power source in the launch. This procedure


was found to be not feasible for several reasons. The currents and waves


made it very difficult to anchor the samplers in the desired pattern. Pre


mature leakage of the tubes was considerable after the samplers had been in


the water for some time. The solenoid valves had difficulty opening the sub


merged empty tubes against the water pressure. After several attempts, this


procedure was abandoned. Running three to five repeats of the experiment


using the manual, individual sampler technique from the canoe as described


above and then averaging the results is thought to have at least partially


compensated for the lack of an array of samplers simultaneously and remotely


activated.


The greatest remaining difficulty of the field sampling technique was


leakage of some of the tubes as the sampler was being lowered into the water.


This was thought to be due to the waves slapping against the shim brass


springs which keep the tubes stoppered and also the water drag on these springs


as the sampler is being lowered. This leakage necessitated some editing of


the data, using the numerical solutions found in Appendices Al and A2 as a


guide. In these solutions it was found that the concentration profile from


top to bottom never had more than one relative maximum. If a particular ex


perimental profile deviated from this, appropriate corrections were made.


Nevertheless, considerable uncertainty remained in some of the data.


3.2 Results


All field measurements were performed in an area one to two miles out


from the light at the east end of the breakwall of the Cleveland harbor. The


bottom there is quite flat. The depth is about 40 feet. No significant
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temperature variation from top to bottom was measured during any of the experi


ments. Water temperature was measured with a Weathermeasure Model T621 Remote


Temperature Indicator. Surface wind ( 7 feet above water surface) was


measured with an Alnor Type 8500 Thermo-Anemometer. The wind measurements


were cross-checked with those taken at Burke Lakefront Airport, which is less


than two miles from the measuring site. Water velocity measurements were


made with a Thermo-Systems Model 1630 Velocity Transducer calibrated for 0-3


ft/sec. This is a submersible constant temperature hot film anemometer.


The probe was mounted on aluminum channel-shaped rods for vertical profiling.


Unfortunately, the probe is not very directionally sensitive and the rocking


of the boat coupled with the flexibility of the aluminum rods caused the


velocity measurements to be extremely unreliable, particularly for purposes


of computing velocity gradients.


The measurements made in the summer of 1974 were of the short time (10


minutes) type, designed to measure D at or near the surface. The data were


treated by means of equations (5) and (6). The results are summarized in


Table 1 below.


TABLE 1


Date Veloci ty Gradient Wind Computed D,
1 1L 

8/23/75 .8 sec"1 11 mph NW 7.5 cm2/sec 

8/26/75 .3 sec-1 8 mph NW 6.2 cm^/sec 

9/5/75* no ve loc i ty data 9 mph SE 18.0 cm2/sec 
t o 17 mph 

NE 

9/10/75 .1 sec"1 7 mph SW 3.8 cm2/sec 

9/18/75 no measurable shear 10 mph N 8 cm^/sec 

9/20/75 .1 sec"1 8 mph NE 1 .7 cm2/sec 

9/24/75 .1 sec"1 14 mph S 12.1 cm2/sec 

*The experiments on 9/5/75 were done completely within the breakwall

of the Cleveland Harbor.
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The velocity gradients indicated in Table 1 are average values for the first


five-six feet and are extremely unreliable.


From Table 1, there appears to be come correlation between D near the


surface and the wind speed. Figure 1 is a plot of this relationship. The


curve has been roughly drawn through the data points. It is similar to the


relation given by Wilson for surface shear stress as a function of wind


speed.


The limited amount of field work during the summer of 1975 was designed


to shed some light on the possible variation of D with depth. The experi


ments lasted thirty minutes, with samples being taken down to thirty feet.


The data were treated by means of the model indicated in equations (7a) 


(7c). Unfortunately, the measurements, which were performed on 7/23/75,


7/30/75 and 8/1/75, were made during a period of extremely calm weather.


Particularly, the days 7/30/75 and 8/1/75 were during an air pollution alert


period for Cleveland due to the lack of wind in the area. Thus, the measured


values of D2 were probably much lower than is typical. Also, it is quite


possible that the lack of variation of Dz with depth during this period is


highly untypical.


The best fit of the data of 7/23/75 produced a Dz of 1.4 cm
2/sec with


no vertical variation indicated (A3 = 0 in (7c)). The wind was about 9 mph


from the north (data from Burke Airport) although measurements on site gave a


value closer to 6 mph. The waves were estimated to be less than one foot.


The data of 7/30/75 produced a D of zero. The wind was 7 mph from the


south (Burke data) although the on-site measurement was about 2 mph. The


lake was extremely calm with only ripples and virtually no waves at all.


While the value of zero for Dz is physically unrealistic, it is felt that the
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correct value was extremely small, certainly less than 1 cm /sec for that day.


Qualitative observations support this. Initial introduction of the 1000 ml of


dye solution was into the first three feet or so of the water column. After


thirty minutes, the dye patch had stretched into a ribbon in the direction of


the current. It was estimated to be well over 100 yards long and was only


about 15 feet wide. Extreme variations of concentration with depth, usually


characteristic of very short dispersion times, were visually apparent even


after thirty minutes. There obviously was very little vertical, or horizontal


mixing taking place.


2
The data of 8/1/75 produced D = 4.9 cm /sec. Again no vertical variation


was* indicated. The wind was 8 mph from the north, as reported by Burke.


Waves were estimated to be less than 1/2 foot. The qualitative observations


reported for 7/30/75 above were also true for 8/1/75. The value of Dz =


2
4.9 cm /sec is surprisingly high, and is, therefore, somewhat suspect. The


fit of the model to the data for 8/1/75 was the poorest of the three days.


4. Overall Conclusions


The conclusions are presented here first in reference to the motivating


questions (1), (2) and (3) given in section 1.1. Question (1) can be answered


by computing t-i from equation (3). This requires a knowledge of total depth,


H, the vertically averaged D , D", and a-, for the particular u(z) and Dz(z)


that applies. A number of values of cu for different u's and Dz
ls are


given in Table 3, p. 14 of Appendix A4.


Question (2) has only been partially answered. The data indicate that the


surface D is related to the wind, under isothermal conditions, and Figure 1

z


is a rough indication of what that relationship might be. Unfortunately, the


data that has been obtained is not able to shed much light on how Dz varies


with depth under essentially isothermal conditions. More experiments of the
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longer duration type are required. The method that has been presented here


for treating such data appears to be a suitable one.


Question (3) can be answered by computing D from equation (4). A know


ledge of H, D_, and Um = w, the horizontal velocity variation in the water


column, is required, along with the value for C.. Again, values for C, for


various u's and D2's are given in Table 3, p. 14 of Appendix A4.


The measured temporal variation of surface D in one location, by a


factor of about 10, means that the criterion for vertical averaging and the


Dx  used in a vertically averaged dispersion model can both vary by an order


of magnitude, and quite probably more, at a single location. This is very


significant for dispersion modeling strategy in general.


It has been shown that the mechanism of vertical dispersion and horizontal


convection can produce effective horizontal dispersion coefficients of the


order of magnitude of those that have been observed in dye experiments. It


has also been shown that this mechanism can produce a type of 4/3 power law


relation between length scale and effective horizontal dispersion coefficient.


This suggests that this mechanism may be the controlling one for horizontal


mixing, ia., that "horizontal turbulence11 is not important. In that event,


total horizontal mixing coefficients could be determined from u(z) and D (z)


data via equation (4) rather than from very large scale dye release experi


ments as has been done in the past.
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO A TWO-DIMENSIONAL


DISPERSION EQUATION


Abstract


by


R. NATARAJAN


Many types of dispersion models are being developed to predict


the pollutant concentration in the Great Lakes. A basic question v/hich


arises in selecting the model is when the concentration variation in


the vertical direction needs to be included. Some dispersion examples


were tried in the western basin of Lake Erie arid they indicate that


the vertical eddy difft^ivity D may be important In answering this


question. Other deciding factors are apparently the vertical profiles


of the horizontal velocities and the depth*


All these factors are incorporated in a two-dimensional form of


the general transport equation. This equation is numerically solved


to get the concentration distribution resulting from an initial narrow


Gaussian input- The method was verified by comparing the numerical


results for the zero vertical diffusivity. case with the solution ob


tained analytically. Results were obtained for two different velocity


profiles and throe different dimensionless values of D .


The results indicate that, for a yiven profile, there is signi


ficant vertical variation in concentration as long as the effective


horizontal dispersion co-efficient Djk is increasing. It was found

/v 

t h a t v;he?i D,* r e s e n t s a c o n s t a n t v a l u e * there) i s \fery l i t t l e v e r t i c a l x 



variation. Ihe predicted time and space scales for significant ver


tical variation of concentration, by this approach, appear to cor


relate well with the computed dispersion examples in the western


basin of Lake Erie. The method thus appears to be generally suitable


for determining a priori when vertical variation must be considered


in a particular dispersion modeling effort.


Since the results are quite sensitive to the D2 values, it


appears that D should be fairly well defined in order to get accurate


prediction of concentration. This necessitates a thorough investiga


tion into the D variation in the Great Lakes,
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z Co-ordinate in the vertical direction in equation (2.1); dimen


sion! ess co-ordinate elsewhere
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CHAPTER I


INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND


The Great Lakes and their connecting channels are used today on


a large scale as dumping grounds for refuse of various kinds9 the


idea being such huge bodies of water could undoubtedly absorb a good


deal of domestic and industrial wastes if these mixed readily with


the main water masses. Hence the numerical modeling of the dispersion


process in the- lakes is of considerable importance. The model should


be able to predict the flow of pollution in the lake and explain how


the naturally-occurring lake currents transport pollutants away from


the shores and disperse them over larger water masses.


There are various models which explain the dispersion process in


the Great Lakes. The simplest one is the homogeneous one-layer model


where t!ie lake is represented by one layer of fluid of constant tem


perature and density, In this, the horizontal velocity is averaged


in the vertical direction. This model is good in predicting disper


sion in two-dimensional flow systems with horizontal diffusion. The


concentration values predicted may be reasonable approximations to


actual values averaged over time periods of several weeks to months


and on a regional space scale of over 25 miles.


The nultllrsver models siw at more detailed predictions of
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concentrations on a smaller scale. The time period may be hours to


days and space scale may be two to twenty miles. The vertically-


averaged velocities in one-layer models are not indicative of the


actual velocities to be found in the lake. A throe-dimensional flow


pattern is taken into consideration in a multilayer model. The model


gives the local concentration in the lake resulting due to pollution


entering from a particular source.


1.2 Background


One multilayer model which calculates the concentration values


at different points in the western basin of Lake Erie as a function


of time is due to Skarupa and Galloway (Ref. 9). This model includes


detailed three-dimensional velocity profiles in order to calculate


accurate pollutant dispersion.


It can be shown that under typical Great Lakes conditions, hori


zontal eddy diffusion of pollutants is negligible in comparison with


the corrective terms, while vertical eddy diffusion is of the same


order of magnitude as the corrective terms in the transport equation


(Ref. 9). The values of horizontal eddy diffusivity are very well


known and have been calculated by dye-tracer techniques at all scales


(Ref. 8). The values of the verical eddy diffusivity are not very


well determined. Skarupa used a mean value of 5 cm /sec, (Ref* 9).


Figures 1 and 2 show the concentration contours obtained by


Skarupa, on the surface and at a depth of 4*56 meters respectively,

?


after a two-day period. The typical value of D2 = 5 err, /sec was used,

Thos? ficTi-es* as v^ll as Figures 3 through 8, were drawn by a plotter




directly from data generated by the computer program. Examining


Figures 1 and 2, it can bo seen that both sets of contours are quite


similar. There is little concentration variation in the vertical


direction. The plots show only a small effect of the current reversal


on the bottom. The contours generally followed the streamlines of the


vertically-averaged horizontal currents. For comparison, a two-


dimensional example using the vertically-averaged currents was computed


(Ref. 6), Figure 3 shows the concentration contours obtained from the


two-dimensional example. For many purposes, they could be considered


to be a good approximation to either Figure 1 or 2. The results ap


peared to indicate that this value of D was just large enough to re


move most of the vertical variation in concentration created by the


vertical variation in horizontal velocity.


To evaluate the effect of vertical diffusivity* two other ex

2 ?


cjuples were calculated using D = 50 cm /sec. and D = .5 cm /sec.


Figures 4 and 5 show the contours at the two vertical stations


after one day? using D - 50 cmVsec. These examples were computed


to only one day because the larger value of D imposed a much smaller


time step on the calculation. The larger D produced contours show


ing almost no vertical variation* Comparison with the two-dimensional


model contours after one day, Figure 65 shows that the three sets,


Figures 4, 55 and 6, are virtually identical.


Figures 7 and 8 show the results after 2 days, using D = 0.5


cm "/sec. There is a marked difference between the surface contours


and the contours at 4.55 meters. The effect of the vertical struc


ture of tho horizontal currents was quite strong. It is evident that


2 
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the surface contours are mainly influenced by the surface velocity


while the contours at 4.56 meters demonstrate clearly the effect of


the reverse flow on the bottom.


The conclusion drawn from these examples is that the local con


centration depends heavily on the choice of D . Also, it appears

2


that the value of Dz ~ 5 cm /sec is a transition value between ex


amples where, on one hand5 for the larger D2 values a two-dimensional


model (one layer model) would be completely satisfactory, and, on


the other hand, for smaller D values a three-dimensional model is


required. The importance of this in terms of possible computing time


savings argues for a thorough investigation into Dz variation and its


effect on dispersion in the Great Lakes.




CHAPTER II


STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM


In the previous Chapter, it was outlined how the local value of


concentration depends heavily on D . The spread of pollution in the


horizontal direction depends not only on D but also on the vertical


variation of horizontal velocity, i.e., the velocity profile. Hence


we would like to determine e. method for predicting in terms of D


and the velocity profile when a one-layer model is adequate for con


centration prediction*


The problem Is approached by solving the two-dimensional


difiTsiGn-'COiivection equation;


r\ f


The x co-ordinate is in the direction of the mean flow* and the


z co-ordinate Is directed vertically upward from the lake bottom.


Here we are just concerned with the effect of horizontal con


vection and vertical diffusion on the spread of the pollutant* Hori


zontal diffusion is ignored as it is found that in the lake it does


not generally contribute significantly to the dispersion of the pol


lutant on the scale we are interested iru


A non-dimensional fov<m of ths above equation is derived by de~


fiivJnrj new vo uujlrs.


5




C r e f - C m a x ~- Maximum Concentration Occurring in the Lake


U  p :- Maximum Algebraic Difference Between Maximum and


Minimuin Horizontal Velocity Along a Vertical Line.


Therefore, the non-dimensionalized variables are.


* = *
H


z* = | (0 < z* < 1)


t. _


c* = c


max


U it


l'ref


n* = 2


By substitution into equation (2*1) it is seen that


sx*


We will drop the stars and write (2.2) as


2


3t 3x ^ I


where the quantities henceforth refer to non-dimensionalized parameters


The Initial distribution of pollutant concentration is




C = C(x,z,o) (2.4)


and th-s boundary conditions are


|r - 0 at 2 = 0 and z * 1 (2.5)


A Gaussian initial distribution is assumed,


C(x,z,o) = e 4a


where !c.J is a parameter.


Note that the word "distribution" in what follows is used in a


loose sense, i.e.* it is not normalized.


By picking the variance V very small, this initial condition


approximates a delta function input.


The equation (2*3) was .solved for various values of D and dif


ferent velocity profiles.


The spread of the pollutant due to tha vertical variation of


velocity is evaluated by calculating an effective horizontal disper


sion co-efficient D * The definition of D * will be given in Chapter

A A


IV.


Typical D valuer, are as follows:


D - 0 cm /sec


H =•- 900 cms


U r p f - 30 cms/sec


.*. D - ,000135
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Stratifiod L?ks Where There is a Jh^ermociine


2

Dz = 5 cm /sec


H ~ 300 cms for upper layer


U f = 3 cm/sec


•• D = .0055


The reason for taking a two-dimensional flow and a gaussian


initial distribution is as follows.


The pollutant spreads because of the vertical variation in hori


zontal velocity. The spread also depends on the value of vertical


diffusivity. Higher values of vertical diffusivity lead to less


horizontal spread and the concentration is more uniform along the


vertical direction. A high value of vertical diffusivity increases


the mixing in the vertical direction and approximates plug flow.


In a three-dimensional flow* the horizontal movement of a pol


lutant follows the horizontal streamlines. Here we will consider a


special case, namely when the horizontal flow is parallel so that the


problem can be looked at in two dimensions. This is considered to be


adequate for the purpose of these calculations, i.e., if the one layer


model criterion is satisfied for two-dimensional flow, it appears that


it will be satisfied for the more general three-dimensional case.


In case of continuous pollutant flow, the concentration varies


in the front of the source as it flows into the lake. The concentra


tion will be more or less uniform at the back. Now the concentration


variation due to delta input approximates that occurring in the front




of a continuous source.


Hence it the one-layer model criterion is satisfied for a delta


input, it will be satisfied for a continuous source*


In sumiiBry, the predictions of vertical variation of concentra


tion from our model problem given by equations (2.3-2.5) are expected


to be pessimistic in the following sense. Values of D for the model


problem which produce negligible vertical variation of concentration


will certainly also produce negligible vertical variation for a


general three-dimensional case when there is a continuous source.


Likewise, the more general case may have negligible vertical varia


tion for even smaller values of D than would be predicted by the


model problem.




CHAPTER III


ALTERNATE APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM


We want to solve the equation


f

with f£ s 0 at z = 0 and z = 1


and C(x,z,O) * e 4a


The first velocity profile considered was a linear profile


u(z) = z


Later on, a velocity profile typical to the lake will be consi


dered.


3.1 Analytical Solution


The possibilities of analytical solution are bad. Different ap


proaches were tried like separation of variables, similarity substi


tutions , Laplace transform and finite Fourier transform.


All the methods fail. The main difficulty is that !u! is a


function of z«


Because of the failure in obtaining an analytical solution,


numerical methods were resorted to.
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3»2 Numerical Method


3JJJIJJiiRJj^'£ Transform and Numerical Inversion


Laplace transform is a powerful tool in mathematical analysis and


is used in solving this problem numerically. The initial equation is


converted to another partial differential equation with a reduced nurn


bor of variables by taking the Laplace transform of the original


equation in the lxl direction.


Thus we get


B D


where C(n],z5t) = Laplace transform of C(x,z»t).


The value of C(o»z,o) is actually equal to .01 for the value of


'a1 which we have chosen. It is approximated to be zero. It re


duces as time progresses.


The initial and boundary conditions transform to


|| = 0 at z = 0 and z = 1


and C(m,z,0) = / I T e a m [1-erf (m/T" 


Here 'm1 is the Laplace transform parameter.


The greatest advantage of this method is that it eliminates the


need for finite differencing the convective term u  ~ . It is this


term which has bothered many people and leads to damping and numeri


cal dispersion in many numerical schemes. Also 'x1 extends to in


finity and this method eliminates finite differencing in an infinite


direction.




The resulting partial differential equation is easily solved by scheme


P.-, - 2c")

_ K + ^ . „ . - i i l — U . K- 2(, . KD2


eam2[l - erf ( m / T - ^ 2 5 ) ] e - -
1 2 5 m for all K


Here 'K8 is the mesh index in the z direction and V is the


time index.


C is then inverted numerically to get C(x>z,t). The details of


the numerical inversion and the method followed are given in the next


paragraph.


3*2.2 Numerical Inversion


The method followed here is the one outlined by Richard Bellman


(Ref- 1 and 2). Those interested are requested to see these references


for greater details.


Starting with the equation


fQ e~stu(t}dt * F(s) (3.1)


a new variable x - e is defined. Then (3.1) becomes


/J Xs""1 u Hog x)dx - F(s) (3.2)


Writing u(~log x) = g(x) we have


f] xs"1g(x)dx = F(s) (3-3)


The integral is replaced by e Gai^sian quadrature formula sc




that (3.3) becomes


N $^


i=l 1 1 i


where x. are the zeroes of the shifted Legendre polynomials and


w. are the weights attached to these values. The weights are para


meters introduced to provide additional degrees of freedom so that as


few values of g(x) have to be evaluated as possible. Tables of these


parameters are tabulated in references 1 and 2.


Next allow the variable  ! s { to assume N different values, s =


1,293»...9N. We then obtain a linear system of N equations in N


unknowns*


N
 v

1 x.j gtx.jw. = F(k-H) k=0,l,2,...,N-l (3.5)


where the quantities g(x.)» i=1,2»...,N are the unknowns.


The problem of inverting the Laplace transform has thus been re


placed, approximately, by that of solving a system of simultaneous


linear algebraic equations.


We want to obtain a formula of the type,


N-l

qi^]^0'^m) 1=1.2,...,N


where the a.«̂  are constants, independent of F(k) determined once


and for all, for each Ns and tabulated.


Hake the change of variables y., = w,.g(x.} and a, = F(k+1) so

i l l K


thai (3.5) teccmor,


http:1,293�...9N
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k=0,T,2 N-l (3.6)


To solve this system, a classical device is employed. Multiply


the k equation by a parameter q^, as yet unspecified, and add the


corresponding terms in all of the equations.


N N-l . N-l

2 y,( I o,vx.

K) = r a.q. (3.7)

1=1 1 k=0 K 1 k-0 K k


Hence, setting


N-l k

f(x) = S qkx

K


k=0 K


(3.7) hecomos


N N-l

2 v,f(x,) = S akqk (3.3)

1=1 1 1 k=0 k k


where f(x) is a polynomial of degree N-l to be chosen in some


convenient fashion.


Let f(x) ~ f.-(x) be chosen such that

J


f j ( x i ) = 0 ifj (3.9)


fjtXj) = 1 (3.10)


N-l .

If f.(x) = 2 q..x , then (3.8) reduces to


J k=0 KJ


N-l

yn- = 2 a.q,. (3.11)

J k=0 kJ


where q,,_-, k-0,1,2>... ,N-1 are dsternn'nc-d by the conditions
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(3.9) and (3.10).


Because of the feet that the x. are zeroes of the shifted Legendre


polynomial P.,*, we get the explicit relation


P *(x)

f,.(x) where P.,*1(x)=derivative of (3.12)

J (x-x.iP.^Cx,-) n P (x}


The desired q. . are the co-efficients in this polynomial of de


gree N-l. Repeating this procedure for each j yields the desired


inverse matrix (qk--)


Having obtained the q. . we have a simple procedure for calcu


lating the values w.g(x.j) from equation (3.11). The required values


g(x.) are then obtained by division. The matrix (q^jw,,) used to


convert F(k+1) directly into g(x.) is tabulated for N=3,4,...,15


(References 1 and 2).


3.2.3 Instability ofInverse of the LaplaceTransform


Bellman clearly indicates that it js unreasonable to expect that


any specific method for the inversion of the Laplace transform will


work equally well in all cases. The mathematical reason for this


is that the Laplace inverse is an unbounded operator. In other


words, arbitrarily small changes in F(s) can produce arbitrarily


large changes in the value of u(t).


Bellman cites the example of


L{Sin at} = 2
 a 

2
s +a
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For s > 0, as a + «?, the right hand side approaches zero uniform


ly whereas the function


u(t) = Sin at


oscillates more and more rapidly between the fixed limits ±1 as a -*• <».


There are two basic assumptions made in determining the values


of u(t) as accurately as possible given the values of F(s) to a pre


scribed degree of accuracy. First is that an exact determination of


F(s) would lead to an exact, and hence, unique determination of u(t);


second, that u(t) is sufficiently smooth to permit the approximation


methods employed. But it is difficult to recognize a priori by con


siderating F(s) whether these conditions are met. Hence, there is


no guarantee of acceptable results since often quite accurate values


of F(s) are required.


This discussion probably explains why the method failed in our


case.


3.2.4 Details of the Scheme


Solving the equation at the top of page 12 for C!) yields


C K
n + 1 = CK

n - Dt • m • K • DZ • CK
n


(c n + r n 2r  n)

K _ . D . Dt (3.13)
or


eam2[l - erf(m/T- ^ ) ] e " - 1 2 5 m for all K (3.14)


The initial distribution is given by C - e" "^ . The value o
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'a1 was chosen such that distribution extended from x = 0 to 

x = .25. C values are equal to .01 at the above x values. Values 

less than .01 were essentially taken to be zero. 

Starting with the initial value of C as given by equation (3-14),


successive values of C at different times are calculated by marching


forward according to equation (3.13).


For getting good accuracy, Dt = .001 and DZ = .01 were taken.


Also all the variables were defined in double precision.


Calculations were done for N = 5 and N = 10 for mutual check.


The procedure described for the computational inverse of the


Laplace transform provides values of C at the values of x given by


x- = -log x- where x. are the zeroes of P*,*(x).


Even for N ~ 15, the maximum value of x is x = -log x = 5.115.


Thus the values of x at which we calculate the inverse of C seem


to be limited by this restriction. However, this was overcome by


use of change of time scale as outlined by Bellman (Reference 1).


Hence, we can calculate the C values at any x we want.


3.2.5 Failure of the Method


The method failed as the C values given by N = 5 and N = 10 for


the same conditions were different.


Also, for this velocity profile, it can be reasoned qualitatively


that C values are symmetric about z = .5 at x=.625 and t - !• That


is, at xn.625 and t = 1, C at z = .6 should be equal to C at >- = .4


and so on.
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The pel tit of symmetry moves by a distance of .5 in x for every


Dt = 1. Hence, C values about z « .5 should also be symmetric at x =


1/125 and t-2.


The symmetry conditions were never satisfied by the values of


concentration obtained by this method.


Though the C values seemed to satisfy qualitative considerations,


they were not reliable quantitatively. Hence, the method was aban


doned.


3.2.6 Probable Reasons for the Failure


Some aspects of the instability of the method were discussed in


Section 3.2.3.


While trying to establish this method, it was found that numeri


cal inversion is extremely sensitive to the inverse values of the


function. For instance, the example of C{e } = -r̂ y was tried.


The numerical inversion did not give correct answers when the


constant XV in the expression -r̂ y was defined in single precision.


The method worked only when it was defined in double precision. The


co-efficients of the inverse matrix go up to 10 for N = 10 and the


round-off error is significant for single precision. Even for the


simple example* inverse values were needed in double precision.


An accidental experience further indicated the extreme sensitive


nature of the method. While working the trial example, one co


efficient from the inverse matrix was taken with a different integer


in the eighth place by mistake. The value of the function corres


ponding to that row of the inverse matrix differred appreciably from
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the correct value.


All this indicates that for the numerical inversion to be suc


cessful5 inverse values are needed with extreme accuracy* say up to


10 places of decimal.


In our case, C values are calculated numerically by finite dif


ferencing. This restricts the accuracy of the inverse values which


we get. At best, the values are accurate to the order of 10 • But


this accuracy is hardly sufficient for numerical inversion.


This probably explains the failure of the method.


3,_3 Discussion of Numerical Solution to a Similar Problem


M. B. Fiering and N. Yotsukura (Reference 12) solved this same


dispersion equation for flow in an open channel. Initially they used


an explicit numerical method but they abandoned it as it failed. Then


they developed an implicit scheme. But they clearly state that their


scheme cannot accept an initial concentration distribution with a


large gradient — . They assumed that the effect of initial distri

dX


bution disappeared at distant downstream points and chose an arbi


trary initial condition given by


c ( x , z > 0 ) = ^ 4

Here C ~ 0 at x = 0 and x = 4. Hence, the distribution is quite


spread out.


We would like to use a distribution with an extremely narrow


initial spread* In the next chapter we evolve a numerical scheme


for a distribution which Initially spreads only till x~.25. Such a
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distribution has a large TT-T3C  and hence, the scheme developed by these


authors would fail. This was the reason which motivated us towards


developing an alternate scheme.


Also, the method used by these authors is an implicit one and


takes considerable computer time. Their explicit method failed. In


the next chapter, we have developed a completely explicit method which


v/crks even when the initial distribution has a large ~— .

oX


Moreover9 in this paper, the authors had other interests. They


wanted to find out the shape of the distribution at different times.


They used the same value of vertical diffusivity D in all cases and


the same form of velocity distribution.


On the other hand, we are interested in finding out the effect


of different values of D.. and different velocity profiles on the


initial gaussian distribution and consequently, evaluate D * (defined

A.


in Chapter 4) for various cases.


Moreover, the authors have not mentioned anything about the


possible numerical dispersion in their scheme arising due to the con


vective approximation. If the scheme has a low order of accuracy, the


pollutant may spread just due to the numerical dispersion in the


scheme and in that case, it is difficult to interpret the results.


The scheme we have used has a fourth order accuracy in space and a


very low numerical dispersion.




CHAPTER IV


METHOD OF SOLUTION


With the failure of the numerical inversion scheme, it became


necessory to derive an alternate method for solving the equation. In


the new ir:,:t̂ cd3 we finite difference the entire partial differential


equation* including the ccnvectiv;; tcnr.. It has been already pointed


out in the previous chapter that it is the oonvective term which


gives rise to numerical dispersion in many schemes. Hences we should


choose such a scheme that has net only a high order of accuracy but


also a low numerical dispersion. It was decided to try the scheme


given by {.* El. Fromm which satisfies the above requirements (References


4 and 5).


4.1 Deve'jo^ent of the Complete Scheme


The diffusion term is finite differenced by a second-order cen


tra"! approximation as used previously.


n  n
 + r

}!L.S: j) * !j£L± tlJU (4.1)

922 DZ2


Here K is the mesh index in the z direction and w is the tirr;e


index.


It will be shown later that a mesh size of DZ - .1 was found to


be adequate. The mash points we numbered from 2 to 1J: so that K ~ 2


correspond: to z ~ 0 and K = 12 corresponds to ^ s 1.
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According to the equation (4/1), it then beco^s necessary to


define C, and C... This is done by usinq the boundary condition that


~ * 0 at z « 0 and z = 1


If we take a central difference approximation to the derivative*


we get the following conditions.


C, « C3 (4.2)


C 1 3 - C  n (4,3)


This is the numerical approximation to the boundary condition.


At any time step, the concentration values Cp through C  ̂ for <xny x


ore calculated according to the numerical scheme to be outlined below,


and C-j 5 C p are obtained from equations (4.?) and (4,3).


Let us now consider the numerical approximation to


J. E. Fromm (Reference 5} has developed a fourth-order scheme


that riid.y be. expressed conservatively as


F -, PI
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/ ( C . ^ - C j  ) + A24a4(C._2-Ci+1) (4.4) 

where 

» • 

Integers n and i stand for finite time and finite space (x) in

crements respectively. 

The values of the co-ef f ic ients are given balow. 

Co-eff icient Value 

A n 7/12 

A12 15/24 

Av, -1/12 

A u -3/24 

A2 1 -1/12 

A22


A23


Equation (4,4) has a lagging phase error and is combined with 

the following equation which has loading phase error. 

*F. I Dt 
| - ~ . Try 
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+ A22(o-l)
2(Ci.3-C1)


+ A1^(cx-l)
4(Ci^2-Ci^1) + A24(a-l)

4(Ci^3-C1) (4.5)


where


A combination of equations (4,4) and (4.5) makes minimization of


phase errors possible.


For examples tcke the simple average such that


r n*̂  s ."l.fr n + r n^


Hence> improved phase properties are obtained by directional dif


ferences which are combinations of central-space differences of lag


ging phase errors with upstream differences that have leading phase


errors.


For stability, v;e require that


The above schema has fourth-order accuracy in space and second-


order accuracy in time (Reference 5).


The initial concentration distribution is given by the equation
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C(x,z,Q) = e 4a (4.7)


The value of 'a' is so chosen such that the distribution has a


narrow width,


a ~ .00085 gives


C = .01 at x = 0 and x = .25


Concentration values less than .01 are essentially taken to be


zero. Hence, distribution extends from x = 0 to x = .25 with a peak


of C = 1 at x = -125.


If v;e examine the difference scheme, we find that we require the


values C.» lf C 9 and C. ~. The mesh points in the x direction are

I " > lmm Cm 1 ** O


numbered f-om 4 onwards so that C^ corresponds to the concentration


cst x = Q. The initial values of C-, , C9, Co are zero. The spread of


the pollutant takes place only in the positive x direction as it is


convected only in one direction. Hence, the values C-,, Z^ Co are


always zero in the scheme.


Hence* the complete numerical scheme is as follows.


_ I / rv n , r* n \


, C,. !-... 1 - 1 T 1.2


D * ^  ? ' ( C K + I n +  C K-I n " 2CKr^ ^4^8^ 

The above scheme is explicit and has low numerical dispersion,


start v/ith the initial concentration cilsiribution as given by (4,7),




The concentration valuas at successive time steps are given by march


ing forward according to equation (4.8).


4.2, Choice of Grid Size


An optimum grid size was selected based on accuracy, stability,


and available computer time. To choose Dx and Dt, experimental runs


viere made with different combinations of Dx and Dt» maintaining a


constant DZ - .1. Once Dx and Dt were selected, DZ was varied and,


based on accuracy, an optimum value of DZ was chosen.


The velocity profile considered for determining the grid size


v/as u(z) ~ z. There is an advantage in picking this particular velo


city profile. In the absence of an analytical solution, it becomes


difficult to evaluate how exactly the grid size affects the: accuracy


for this scheme. Eut for this velocity profile, there is a symmetry


condition existing in the solution which can be used as a criterion


to test the accuracy of the scheme and hence, the grid size.


To start with, the peak is centered at x ~ .125. At time t = 1,


it can be shown that the C values at x = .625 are symmetric about


z ~ .5. The point of symmetry moves by a distance of 0.5 in x for


every unit rise in t.


The symmetry condition can be tested at various points by having


a run up to t - 1, Accordingly, the symmetry points are x = .175,


x - .225, etc. at t = „!, t - .2 respectively. The accuracy of the


grid size can be rigorously judged by seeing if the symmetry condi


tion is obeyed at different points. It v/as found that a coarse grid


size gave ri$3 to C values which v/sre not accurate enough to obey the




y o i r y condition,


A grid size of Dt - .001 and Dx - .025 was very accurate but it


could not be used due to tha large computer time required. Grid sizes


of Dx « .025, Dt = .005 and Dx = ,0125, Dt = .01 were adequate in


terms of good accuracy and reasonable computer time. Out of these


two, we selected Dx = .0125, Dt = .01. A grid size of Dx = .0125


provides 20 mesh points in the initial spread of the curve. Prelimi


nary runs indicated that the greater the number of mesh points in the


initial spread, the better is the accuracy.


After choosing Dx, Dt, a run was made with DZ = .05. It essen


tially gave the same results as DZ = .1. Hence, the final grid size


selected was Dx ~ .0125, Dt - .01 and DZ = .!•


Also this grid size satisfied the mass conservation very accurate


ly. Theoretically, the amount of mass clue to the initial distribution


is equal to .103. It was found that this scheme maintained pollutant


mass within a difference of .01% of the initial value. This shows


the conservative nature of the scheme chosen and the accuracy of the


grid size.


4.3 Reduction of Numerical Results


The results of the numerical computation cen be best represented


in terms of moments of the distribution. Let C be the vertically


averaged concentration at a given x. At any time t* we define the


following parameters,




(4.9)

C(x)dx


C(x)(x-x)2dx


It r.cin be proved that (4.10) reduces to the following equation.


f° C(x)x2dx 
x2 = r f l _ x2 (4.11)  r c ( ) 

The longitudinal dispersion co-efficient is defined as (Reference 

3) 

Dx* = Z~W~ It a t any t1me t<  ^ J 2 ' 

Here D * is non-dimensionalized. The dimensional Dv cen be ob-

X X


tained from


D  =  H
x  V •  • Uref


2


D * is obtained from the graph of av* vs. t.


Mow D./: represents the spread of the pollutant due to the ver«


tical variation of horizontal velocity.


Calculation of the above quantities was also included in the


prog rain.
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To start vvith, we uie o grid size of Dt - .01, Dx = ,0125 and


DZ - .'L We set the initial concentration distribution according to


equation (4,7). The values of concentration at successive times are


computed according to the difference scheme. In order to calculate


Dx
 Vr it is nscfcb.Viry to carry on the computation for a significant


length of tii-ic. As time increases, the dispersion progresses to a


greater distance in the x direction. As values of Dt, Dx are small,


a laroe amount of computer time is required if we maintain constant


Dt,, Dx. Hence, a method y/as devised for increasing Dt, Dx as the


computation proceeds without impairing accuracy. The computer time


is reduced greatly as a result. The value of DZ was maintained con


stant at all times.


The computation was carried out until t = 1 using the initial


values of Dt, Dx. The initial distribution which is narrow spreads


in the x direction du& to convection* At t ~ 1, we check the spread


in the x direction. We determine the x mesh points at which C values


at z = o are equal to .01. Let n, be the mesh point at which C is


greater than or equal to .01* Let n^ be the mesh point at which C is


lc:8!> than or equal to ,01. The mesh point n-j corresponds to the be


ginning of the: distribution and n? corresponds to the end. The ini


tial distribution which was confined between x - 0 and x = .25 (4 and


24 are the corresponding mesh points) has now spread and is confined


between the points n-j and n^. The new grid size is computed from the


formula
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5 I • Dx . , (4.13) 
old % ' 

where I = integer part of
n2 - n, 

— ^ —  L 

This method assures that there are still 20 mesh points within


the width of the distribution even with the new grid size*


The value of Dt is increased by the same formula. This procedure


is repeated a t t = 2 ,  t s 3 and so on and helps to reduce the computer


time to an appreciable extent.


Sometimes the value of I in (4.13) is equal to 1. This means


that the spread is not sufficiently large. The computation is carried


out with the old grid size until another large time step and the whole


procedure is repeated.


When the grid size is changed* the old concentration array is re


assigned in accordance with the new grid points. There are many other


features which were included in the program to save computer time.


Those are considered minor and are not reported here.


The calculation of the different integrals required in connection


with mass conservation, x values and a 2  was done by the Simpson's

A


rule,


4.5Crank-Nicholson Scheme


The calculations were done for 3 values of D namely, .01, ,1,


and 1.0. The expression for the truncation error involves D. In


other words, the higher the value of D the greater is the truncation


error.


The irethoci for increasing Dt &nd Ox simultaneously worked very
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well with D = .OK To check the accuracy, the program was repeated


by increasing only Dx and maintaining Dt constant at .01. The results


agreed quite closely with the previous run. This means that increasing


Dt simultaneously does not introduce an appreciable error in the re


sults. As a consequence, we are able to carry on the computation for


a greater extent in time than by using a fixed Dt of O01.


For D = .1, it was not possible to increase Dt to a great extent


because of the factors outlined below.


In the absence of the convection term, the scheme is stable if

Dt 1
and only if D—5- < •*• . Hence, a higher value of D provides an upper

DZ^ L


limit to the value of Dt that can be used.


It is difficult to analyze mathematically how the convection term


affects the stability condition for this scheme. But it can be in


tuitively said that a higher value of D makes it necessary to use a


lower value of Dt for stability.


Hence, for D ~ ,1, we resorted to the Crank-Nicholson scheme so


that we may use a higher value of Dt. The Crank-Nicholson scheme uses


a better approximation to the diffusion term and is discussed below.


In the absence of the convection term, i.e., for the diffusion


equation, the Crank-Nicholson scheme is unconditionally stable for all


values of Dt (Reference 10), As stated before, it is difficult to


analyze how the convection term affects the stability criterion. But


we hoped that it will enable us to USQ a higher value of Dt than


before.


The numerical approximation to the convection term remains the


same as before as outlined by u. E. Frcoiu For the diffusion tann.




we used a simple central difference approximation* In the Crank-


Nicholson scheme, the diffusion term is represented by a simple average


of the central difference at the current time step and the central


difference; at the next time step. Thus


It can be proved that this representation makes the diffusion


equation unconditionally stable (Reference 10). Since differencing


at a higher time step is involved, the method is implicit in z%


For simplicity, the application of the Crank-Nicholson scheme


will be outlined considering the diffusion equation. Its application


to our equation follows on identical lines.


Thus* the Crank-Nicholson scheme for


4 is

3Z6


Dt


k -


Rearranging;, (4.15) becomes
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DZ Yx Dl l DZ


n+1 D Dt r n ./, n Dt vr n . D Dt

2 DZ^ ix-1 D Z2 k 2 DZ


(4.16)


This gives rise to a tri-ctfagonal matrix and is solved by the


matrix factorization technique as given in Varya (Reference 11). It


is necessary to factorize the matrix just once and store the co


efficients. Then C values at different K and n are calculated by a


simple algorithm.


For D r- cl3 the Crank-Nicholson scheme made it possible to use


a higher value of Dt for stability. But unfortunately, this did not


prove \rcry helpful. As indicated before, the truncation error depends


on the value of D. Vie repeated the run with a constant Dt = .01. The


C values for this run differed from the previous run when Dt was in


creased.


Hence* though the Crank-Nicholson enable us to use a higher value


of Dt, it is not of much use since accuracy is affected. We could


have retained the original scheme for computation.


But this experience served a very useful purpose. The C values


were calculated by two different schemes and they tallied very wall.


It reinforces the effectiveness and success of the overall scheme. It


was found that Crank-Nicholson scheme took more or less than the same


computer time &s the explicit meihod.
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For D » 1, the original scheme cannot be used even with Dt ~ -01


as it violates the stability condition. There is no choice but to use


Crank-Nicholson method. Our previous experience with Crank-Nicholson


for D = .1 proved quite useful.


Since the truncation error depends on D and D = 1 is quite large,


calculations ware repeated with Dt - ,005 to check for accuracy. This


run gave essentially the same C values as Dt = .01. This again in


dicates the success of the overall scheme.


All the computations were done both for the linear velocity pro


file and lake velocity profile. Details about the lake profile will


be given in Section 4.7.


4.6	 Evaluation of Effective Horizontal Dispersion Co-Efficient for


ZerpT yer;ticaj Hiffusiyity


A final conclusive check on the accuracy of the numerical scheme


was made by calculating an analytical expression for D *. For this

x


purpose, we considered the hypothetical case of D = 0 for the linear


profile. The results will be derived for two different initial dis


tributions -- the Gaussian distribution which we have considered so


far and a rectangular distribution having properties similar to the


Gaussian distribution.


Our Gaussian distribution is


C - f(x) --= e 4a for 0 < x < .25


C ~ 0	 otherwise.




The rectangular distribution considered is


C * i (x) = 1 for 0 <: x <: .25


C = 0 otherwise.


We have considered two different distributions because qualita


tively it can be reasoned that p * should have the same dependence on

x


t for ths two distributions. This is indeed indicated by the analy


tical results which are identical for the two cases.


4^6/j Analytical Solution


For D - Q> the differential equation is


|C + u|i „ 0

3t 3z


with u - i


It can be verified that C - f(x - z • t) is a solution of this


differential solution.


%<§j2 Rectangular Pistribution


The initial condition is


C = f(x) = "I for 0 s* x £ .25


.•• c = f(x - zt) - 1 for 0 £ x - zt £ .25


To calculate the vertically-averaged concentration C9 we have to


integrate C in the z direction. The lower (z^) and the upper (zy)


limits for z are found as follows.
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If we consider x - zt & 0,


we get z <> ~


If we consider x - zt < .25*


we get z > -x~r •


Hence in general,


x - .25


z
 u ~ t


The above expressions hold good for all positive and negative


values of x and z.


Since In our case, x is positive only and z is restricted between


0 and 1, we have to consider three different cases.


0 < x < .25


Here z, becomes negative and this is not admissible.


Hence* the limits are


z £ - 0


Range (ii) .25 < x < t


This gives positive values for z£ and z
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x

• "t


x > t


Here z becomes greater than 1 and this is not admissible.


. = x - .25

zl ' t


Hence» we have to take into account three different ranges of x


to calculate C.


For the linear profile C = 0 for x > t + .25. Hence, at any time:


C has a finite value for 0 s x < t + .25.


Ranqejil C = / uf(x-zt)dz


= / u ldz


Rangft (ill) C = 1-—;^.^- where t < x < t + .25


Thus we see that C is independent of x for range (ii). For


ranges (i) and (iii)» C is dependent on x and C = 0 at x r 0 and x 


t + .25,


Initial amount of mass = .25. Now mass at any time is given by
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£ £ l

where the appropriate values of C should be taken in the three


different ranges. Hence, the solution satisfies mass conservation.


Calculation o f x


x a __


The details have been left out.


U " Of


.2b


=
Again the details have been left out.


It can be oasily seen that, at t = 0


C = 1 for 0 <. x s .25


 T2*+ T9


J
/:

4
25Cdx


/-25(x-x)2Cdx __!._
5
 .25 " 192
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If we put t = 0 in (4,17) and (4.18), x and cv
2 reduce to (4.19)


A 

and (4.20) respectively. 

Thus, we get an interesting result. 

• D *cct
X 

Hence, D./* increases continuously with time. 

4,6.3 Gauss ian Distribute o rL 

The derivation for this distribution follows on similar lines 

but is more complicated. The details are given in Appendix I . 

Ramie__(jJ_ 0 £ x < .25 

* arf(™ 
2vT 

Ii) .25 < x < t 

I = J^f {erf (~ -̂5-) J- erf (^--5-) 

—(iiil t < x s t + .25 

t 

Here also C behaves in the same v;ay as in the rectangular dis


tribution. For range (ii), C is independent of x whereas for ranges


(i) and (iii), C is dependent on x. Also C =•* 0 at x = 0 and x = t+*
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? x and a * are given by x 

(4.21) 

2 *2 

a = y^ + initial variance (at t = 0) 

= jz+ .0017 (4.22) 

Hence, the results are identical with those of the rectangular


distribution.


Hence theoretically, we have derived that Dx* increases linearly


with time for the case D = 0. If the numerical scheme gives results


1n agreement with theoretical calculations, then it indeed verifies


the accuracy of the scheme. This is found to be true and is discussed


in Section 5.1.


4.7 Velocity Profile for the Lake


The actual velocity profile for the lake is three dimensional and


depends on various factors. We are considering a two-dimensional flow


and are interested in investigating how the horizontal convection and


vertical diffusion affect the spread of the pollutant. Hence* we


should select such a velocity profile which has the same qualitative


properties as that of the lake. Gedney (Reference 7) has considered


the case of the constant depth basin when the wind is uniform with no


inflow or outflow. For this Ccise, the flow is found to be independent




of the- >:*y coordinates. He has plotted the horizontal velocity dis


tribution at different levels below the water surface for various


ratios of lake depth to friction thickness. We take the plot corres


ponding t.o a ratio of 1» as Lake Erie has this typical value. He has


represented the velocity vectors at different depths by points and


the magnitude can be obtained by connecting the origin of the co


ordinate system with points indicated on the curve. The points cor


respond to levels of -1H, *2H, etc. Since we are considering a two-


dimensional flow, we just take the magnitude of the velocity vectors


and we (jet the following values.


A'll±!ILsJl'Ll. Values of u(z)


1.0 .777

0.9 .452

0.8 .227

0.7 -.066

0.6 -.111

0.5 -.161

0.4 -.201

0.3 -.223

0.2 -.178

0.1 -.111

0 0


Thci above valuer have been calculated after non-dimensional izing


each of the velocity values by U c which represents the algebraic


difference between the maximum and minimum values.


This profile has the same qualitative properties as that of the


lake. It bus a reverse flow at the bottom and as a result, the




pollutant is convected in both x directions. Because of thiSj, it is


necessary to carry on the computation in both positive and negative x


direction. We avoid this by adding a constant quantity corresponding


to the maxir:i!i:! negative velocity to the velocity value at each point


so that thr r:i:.xiir.uin negative velocity is reduced to zero and the rest


arc all positive.


Here the maximum negative velocity is U - -.223 at z - ,3. This


is added to c-.tf.ch velocity value so that u = 1 at z = 1, u s .223 at


z ~ 0 and u •- 0 at z - .3. The rest of the values transform in like


fashion.


Due to this profile, the pollutant is convected in only one


direction tu;o. consequently, the computation has to be carried on in


only one direction.


It rrrigi't appear as if our problem has been changed by this trans


formation but It is not.


Our original differential equation is


Consick.,; tfio change of variable


x -- x - u t


•:h^re U - w. ixin'iUin negative veloci ty ,o -* 

(4.2*3) 'LrciHf-forms to 

f j  ; •« (u + Uo)--^= D--v (4.24) 
dX c Z 



Now u i U - v(z)  i s c-uv resultant, velocity p ro f i l e .


Solving (4.24} numerically gives C(x ,2 s t ) , To get C(x ,z , t ) we


use ths computer resul t s of (4.24) and shi f t to the l e f t by l i t  ,


At t ~ 0,


x - x


Thus t!'i2 i n i t i a l condition in terms of x or x  i s the same. 

Put the abo^e transformation does affect the x values , since x 

for oricjinsl profilo « x for resu l tan t prof i le - U t (4.25) 

o 

If we exc-irrine the expression for o. » we can deduce that i t s 
x


value duos not change- This is because there is a quantity (x«x)~


occurring in the integral and this value does not change due to the


transformation because U t is subtracted from both tha quantities*


As a littler of fact, the linear profile


u(z) - z


can bo viewed as a profile resulting by adding U - .5 to the following


profile


u *z •• .5 (4.2G)

:or this profile.


u - .5 atz "


u - 0 at z -.


u - -.5 atz = 0




It can be considered &s en extremely crude approximation to the


lake profile.


Hence* the results obtained for u = z are. equally applicable to


this profile.




CHAPTER V


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


5.J Evaluation of Dy* for, the.case D = 0


In Sc-cticn 4.6, we derived an analytical expression for x and

?


cr., for the case 0 =  0 considering the gaussian distribution. Table
/\

- 9


5J summarii'fis the values of x and ox" as calculated fror.i the analy


tical expressions given by equations (4,21) and (4.22) respectively.


Table 5.2 gives the results obtained by the numerical scheme. Com


parison of the two tables clearly indicates that the numerical scheme


gives excellent results in agreement with theoretical calculations.


Even at t := 55 the error in x is .16% and the error in ax is .1%«


For D =•• 0, the vertical variation in concentration is very -steep


as indicated by the analytical solution. As an example* at t = 1 and


x - 1.125, C - 0 for z --• 0 through z = .8, C = .0528 at z - .9 and


C = 1 at z = 1. At t = 1 and x = .75> C = 0 for z = 0 through z = .5


C * .832 at z = .6, C - .191 at z = .7 and C = 0 for z = .8 through


z ~ !• With :*fjc!"i a vrfee variation in concentration v/ith z5 any numer


ical intecjr.ition procedure v.jiH have some ê r or associated v/ith it.


The error crises mainly because there arc only 11 grid points in the


z direction. A comparison of the C values calculated by the scheme


with t!-e analytical values indicated that DZ = .1 gave sufficiently


accurate C values. The rr:ax1:v*uni error in C values v/as about 2c:+ But


DZ - .1 lezvy to a higher error in the t values due to the numerical


inlcgratiori. The sversos zvror wan 10 - 15? and this ^zy be
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positive or negative. But surprisingly when C was integrated in the


x direction for calculating x and crx , the errors seemed to average


2


out. The overall error in x and ax was quite low as indicated be


fore. For finite D values5 the diffusion tends to reduce the vertical


variation in concentration. This is illustrated by the graphs Icter.


As a matter of fact, for D = 1.0* there is very little variation in


concentration. Under these conditions the error in vertical integra


tion to get C will be much less than D - 0. The fact that the scheme

2


gave such accurate values of x and cx for D = 0 means that one can

o


expect crv" values obtained for finite D values to be at least as etc-


curate. This represents a conclusive check on the accuracy of the


scheme used here.


JL?_^Il^rl?.] Pistrikution„of Concentration for the_Li^near'_Prof|1 c


The concentration at any tirna is a function of both x and z. To


find out how C varies with x, we plot the C values at z - .5 versus x.


Figures 9.1 to 9,4 give the concentration distribution for the


linear profile at different times. In comparing the figures, care


should be taken since the scales for the co-ordinate axes change from


figure to figure.


If we examine the figures> v;2 see that D - .01 has a higher peak


than u ~ 0J and D =• 1.0 at t - 1. As time progressess its peak re


duces until at t « 7% it has the lowest peak. It should be noted that


peaks for all the three D values occur at the same x value• This is


cue to the fact thai: the velocity profile is linear. For D - .01, the


concentration distribution is. narrow tt t - 1 but soreads as tinp
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increases. At t ~ 7, its spread is slightly more than that of D s 0,1.


The distribution for D - 0,1 is spread out at all times. For D = 1*0*


ine pollutant moves along x more or less like a slug as the increase


in spread is not much.


S»3Spatial Distribution of Concentration for the Lake Profile


Figures 10.1 through 10-4 give the concentration distribution


for the lake profile at different times. We observe the sams quali


tative1 properties as that of the linear profile with minor differences.


Because the velocity profile is not symmetric, the peaks for the dif


ferent value? of D are centered at different x values. As with the


linear profile, D - .01 has the highest peak at t = 1 which reduces


as time progresses. At t = 6, its peak is less than that of D ~ 1,0


but is still higher than that of D = 0.1. The distribution for D =


0.1 is very skewed unlike the linear profile. It has a long tail at


the downstream end which increases as time progresses, D = .01 has a


narrow distribution at t - 1 but becomes more and more skewed as time


proceeds. For D = 1.0, the pollutant moves like a slug as evidenced


also in the linear profile. For all the three D values, the pollutant


spread for the lake profile is less than that of the linear profile.


This is quantitatively confirmed by the Dx* values to be reported later,


JLdL.y^tiea! Distributionjojl Concentration for the Linear Profile


To determine the vertical variation in concentration, plots are


made of C versus z at a given x. For each D value, plots are made at


threa different x values name!3' xn* x^ end xrt. Now ;tr corresponds to
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the maximum concentration in the spatial distribution graph, x* and


xr lie on either si da of x and correspond to the concentration when


it is about half the peak value. This ensures that the vertical


variation in concentration is obtained at different points along the


horizontal spread of the pollutant.


Figures 11.1 through 11.9 give the vertical variation in con


centration at different times, for the linear profile. Now the peak


value of concentration occurs at the same x value (x ) for all the


three D values, x^ and x correspond to about half the peak concen


tration for D - 1.0.


Figures 11.2 and 11.3 correspond to the values x* and x respec


tively for t = 1. It should be noted that x( and x^ are symmetrically


placed with respect to x . The figures arc symmetric in the sense


that


C for z = 0 at x£ = C for z = 1 at xr


C for 2 s ,1 at x^ = C for z = .9 at xf


and so on. For the linear profile, this property can be argued from


qualitative considerations in a manner similar to the deduction cf the


previous syrmotry condition, (See Sections 3,2.5 and 4.2) The fact


that the niiir.ericpi scheme gives results verifying this is another in


dication of the reliability of the scheme. For other t values, plots


are made only at xQ and x .

X' ill


Referring to the figures 11.1 through 11.9 we can see that for


D - 1*0; there is practically no variation in concentration in the
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vertical direction at v,, for all t values. At xoi there is slight


variation for all t values. For D ~ 0,1, there is relatively more


variation in concentration. The variation becomes less as time pro


gresses. At t = 4 and t - 7, there is very little variation. For


D = .015 there is wide variation in concentration at all times.


5.5_ Vertir.v.l Distribution of Concentration for the Lake Profile


Figures 12.1 to "12.12 give the vertical distribution of concen


tration for the lake profile. Here x«5 x and x« are different for


each D value since the peaks occur at different x values. This neces


sitates a separate plot for each D. Since the velocity profile is not


sywniatnc, graphs are drawn at all the three x values•


We observe the same qualitative properties as that of the linear


profile. For D = 1.0, there is very little variation at all times.


For D ~ 0 J 5 there is relatively more variation which reduces as time


progresses* At t = 4 and t = "6, the variation is slight. For D = .01,


the variation is quite large at all times.


5J3 Re are s si o n Ana1 y s J s


To e v a l u a t e t he r e s u l t s a c c u r a t e l y fo r q u a n t i t i e s l i k e D * and 
A


to cjet a mathematical relsr.iouship becv/een the- variables, a regres


sion analysis v/as made for each set of results reported in "fables 5.3


through 5.3. The analysis yields an ANOVA (Analysis of Variance)


table in each case but that will not be given here* Only the es


sential details from it v/ill be reported.


The following quantities are reported in each case*
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F =• Ratio of "Mean Sum of Squares Due to Regression1' to "Moan


Sum of Squares About Regression/1


M = Mean Sum of Squares About Regression.


S - Total Number of Observations.


The results were analyzed by a simple linear regression package


program. To begin with, the program tries to fit a first-order model


to the values. It calculates the ANOVA table for this model and


based on this, determines if the model is adequate. If not, a second-


order model is tried and again the ANOVA table is calculated. This


is dene until the most satisfactory model is determined


JLJLJ? * A'3'fogs 'ior '̂ c  M n e a r . iDr'°tl.1g


2
Tables 5.3 through 5*5 givG the values of a for the linear


profile for the three D values. Figures 13J through 13.3 represent


the plot of these Values.


2 
Figure 13 A clearly 'Indicates that a  " dues not increase linearly 

A


with t* hr-ceding to Aris, for any velocity profile and a finite D


vd^ue,, D * reaches an asymptotic constant value* (Reference 13). This

means that, after a icng time, --p~ becomes a constant or o ' m 

creasc-s linearly with time. However* we would like to know the de~ 
9


pendence of a^ en t at intermediate tiFiss. We can assume a relation-
x

9


ship between a ~ dnd t to be givc-n by

A.
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o,2 = Ktn + .0017 (5.1)

•A


where K,n are constants to be determined.


This is exactly similar to the theoretical relation between a


and t which was derived for the case D = 0.


At time t - 0, |- = 0

dZ


Hence initially, convection is the dominating factor in the


spread of the pollutant. After sometime, vertical diffusion also be

9 9


corr.es important. For D - Q> it was proved that a "<*t • Hence the


index n in equation (5.1) is close to 2 in the initial stages of dis


persion and reaches an asymptotic value of 1.


The calculations were done until t - 16. Since n changes con


tinuously with time, the time period of t = 0 to t = 16 was sub


divided into three smaller ranges. Throughout each subrange, equation


(5.1) was assumed to hold good,and average values of n and K were


calculated by regression analysis.


From t = 1 to t = 5: n = 1.92 K = .086


From t = 6 to t = 9: n = 1.78 K = .102


From t - 10 to t = 16:n =1.67 K = .136

The limiting value of D * for the linear profile is given by


A


Saffnian (Reference 14)


Thus DY* is inversely proportional to D.

A




For D = .01,  D * = .833

X


At t = 16, taking n = "1.67 and K = .136, we get


- .725


Hance even at t = 16, D * has not reached the ultimate value.

A


The dimensional D corresponding to this D ,* value in the western
x x

basin of Lake LYie is


D
x "


= 1.96 x 104 cm2/sec.


This value of D is of the same order of magnitude as the value

A


reported by Murthy for horizontal ecldy diffusivity in Lake Ontario for 
4 2about a two-mile scale which is equal to 5 x 10 cm /sec. (Reference 

8). 

The time required to reach the steady state value by Dv* is im-

A


portant and its significance will be discussed in Chapter VI, Aris


h£3 vsed an analytical approach to describe the dispersion cf a


solute in a tube? of circular sectio!i in terms of moments of distri


bution (Reference 13). He has given the- unsteady state equation for


D,*» but only solved this equation for the asymptotic value of D *.

A J*


By cons1d(iri;uf cho nature of the unsteady state terms in his equation*


it can be see*, that the time required to reach the steady state value


is Inversely proportional to D, This fact will be used to base some


of our conclusions in Chanter VI.
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5*7,2 Analysis for D ~ 0/1


Figure 13,2 indicates that the graph of av^ versus t is a


straight line after t = 3.


Regression analysis of a linear model for the values from t = 3


to t - 8 gave the following results.


F = 44590


H * ,00001


S = 6


The high value of F indicates that the linear relationship is


extremely gcod.


From the analysis, slope = .172


n * = J1- —x*

u
x 2 dt


= .086


This compares closely v/ith the theoretical value of D * = .0833


from equation (5.2).


From t = 0 to t = 3, the graph of axt
2  versus t is not linear.


Since the curve is concave upwared in this range, D * increases v/ith

x 

tine until t - 3 after which i  t reaches ? constant value of .086. 

5.7.3 Analysis for D - 1.0 

2

Figure 13.3 represents the graph of a% versus t. Initial runs


A

O


indicated that a, increases linearly with t within a very short


time (after t - .5),
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Results of Regression Analysis


F = 13039


M = .0000014


S = 8


Again, the high value of F indicates that the linear relationship


is extremely good.


From the analysis, slope = .0182


.*. D * = .0091


The theoretical value of Dx* = .00833 from equation (5.2).


The higher value of D * given by the scheme is most likely due


to the fact that the truncation error from the diffusion approxima


tion becomes large for D = 1.0.


Hence, summarizing,


For D = .01, aY <*t
n where n decreases with time.


D * increases with time at least until t s 16.


For D = 0.1, a 2«t after t = 3.


D * initially increases with time and then becomes a constant


with a value equal to .086.


For D - 1.0, a 2<*t


D * is a constant with a value equal to .0091.


Now D * is a measure of the horizontal spread of the pollutant.
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The horizontal spread decreases with increasing value of D. This is


a quantitative confirmation of the results from the figures discussed


earlier.


5,8 D * Values for the Lake Profile


9


Tables 5-6 through 5.8 give the a values for the lake profile


for the three D values. Figures 14.1 through 14.3 represent the plot


of these values.

2


We can easily see that both c and D * have the same qualitative

dependence on t as the linear profile.


5.8.1 Analysis for D = .01


2

Figure 14.1 indicates that g does not increase linearly with


2


t. Again, we can assume a relationship between a and t to be given


by equation (5.1). The calculations were done until t = 14. As in


the case of the linear profile, the time period from t = 0 to. 14 was


subdivided into three ranges and average values of n and K for each


range were calculated by regression analysis.


From t = 1 to t = 4: n = 1 .85 K = .066


From t = 5 to t = 8: n = 1 .69 K = .084


From t = 9 to t = 14: n = 1 .57 K = .106 

At t = 16» taking n - 1.57 and K = .106, we get
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5.8.2 Analysis for D = 0.1


2

Figure 14.2 shows that a increases linearly with t after t = 3.


Regression Analysis Results for the Values Between t = 3


and t = 8


F = 30789


M = .00005


S = 6


Slope = .094


•  D * = .047
•• x


From t = 0 to t = 3, the curve is concave upward. Hence D * in


creases with time until t - 3.


5.8.3 Analysis for D ~ 1.0


Initial runs indicated that a 2 increases linearly with t after

A


t = .4.


Regression Analysis Results


F = 49368


M = almost 0


S = 8


Slope = .01


• Dx* = .005


Hence, the following table compares Dv* values for the linear
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and lake profiles.


D * Values 

Linear Profile Lake Profile 

D = 

D = 

D = 

0 

1 

• 

.1 

.0 

01 (at t = 16) 

.086 

.0091 

.725 

.047 

.005 

.610 

Hence, the spread of the pollutant is less for the lake profile


but the qualitative effect of the different values of D on D * is

A


similar for both the profiles*


5.9 Computer Time


Table 5.9 gives the computer time for the different runs on IBM


computer 370/145. Runs 1 and 2 were made for the same value of D =


.OK In run 1, both Dt and Dx were increased simultaneously. In run


2, Dt was kept constant at .01 while Dx was increased. In run 1, Dt

p


increased by a factor of 2 so that a values were obtained at t = 1 *

A


t = 2 and so on up to t = 16. Hence, run 2 was necessitated to

?


calculate a at other intermediate times. We had indicated in Sec-

A


tion 4.5 that increasing Dt affects the accuracy of a 2  values except

A


for D = .01. This was another reason for making run 2 so that we

could check the ax

2  values at t = 4 and t = 8 obtained by both the


runs. They were essentially the same. The same considerations apply


to runs 5 and 6. In run 5, Dt does not always increase by a factor


of 2 as in run 1. Hence, t^- , is equal to 14.
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In the remaining runs* Dt was kept constant at .01 to ensure the

2


accuracy of ax values. In runs 1 and 5, a higher value of tf. ^ is


reached in a much shorter time as Dt is also increased.


For D = 0.1 and D = 1.0, the computation v/as carried out only


until t = 8 as D * reaches a constant value by that time.


From the table, one can see that the lake profile takes a longer


computer time than the linear profile. This is because the horizontal


spread of the pollutant is less for the lake profile than the linear


profile. Consequently, Dx does not increase as much as the linear pro


file. (Sea Section 4.4) The smaller value of Dx leads to a higher


computer time.


5.10 Discussion


The gross behavior of the pollutant spread remains the same with


minor differences for both the linear and lake profiles. The lake


profile makes the concentration distribution somewhat skewed depending


on the value of D. But there is a quantitative difference in the


spread of the pollutant for the two cases. Lake profile leads to less


horizontal spread than the linear profile for all values of D. Also


the horizontal spread decreases with increasing value of D for both


the profiles. These are illustrated both by the figures and the D *

A


values. This is to be expected based on analytical results given by


Saffman for channel flow with linear profile (Reference 14). His


equation given by (5.2) shows that the asymptotic value of D * de


creases as D increases.


For both the profiles, different values of D have similar effect
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on the behavior of D *. D = 1.0 gives a constant D *. For this

X A


value of D, there is very little variation in concentration in the


vertical direction. For D = 0.1, D * increases initially and then


becomes a constant. Likewise, initially there is more concentration


variation in the vertical direction which decreases as time progresses,


D = .01 leads to a value of D * which continuously increases with time

A


until t = 16. The concentration variation in the vertical direction


is quite large at all these times.


Hence, we see an interesting relationship between D  * and the


concentration variation in the vertical direction regardless of the


shape of the velocity profile. When Dx* is constant, there is a


small variation in concentration. On the other hand, as long as Dx*


is increasing, there is a wide variation in concentration.




CHAPTER VI


CONCLUSIONS


It is found that the shape of the velocity profile has little


qualitative effect on the horizontal spread of the pollutant. Quan


titatively the lake profile leads to less horizontal spread than the


linear profile.


There seems to be a definite relation between the value of D


(dimensionless D ) and the length of time during which D * keeps on


increasing . For D = 1.0, D * reaches a constant value within a very

X


short time, i.e., after t = ,5. For D = 0.1, D * becomes a constant


after t = 3. Both of these D * values are much smaller than that for

/v


D - .01 at t ~ 16. For D = .01, D * increases at a rate faster than


t for both the linear and lake profiles even at t = 16. For a


given velocity profile, it is probably impossible in general to ob


tain an analytic expression for D * as a function of t. However, it


is known that for any velocity profile and a finite D value that D *


reaches an asymptotic constant value (Reference 13). In any case, for


D - .01, Dv (dimensional D *) at t ~ 16 has already approximately

A X


reached the value of horizontal eddy diffusivity for a two-mile scale


reported by C. R. Murthy (Reference 8).

There seems to be an interesting relationship between D * in-


x

creasing and the vertical variation in concentration. When D * is


x

constant, the numerical results indicate a relatively small vertical

variation in concentration. On the other hand, as long as D *


60

x


x 
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increases, there is a significant vertical variation in concentration.


Thus it appears that this approach may be very useful in deciding


when a three-dimensional model should be used for dispersion modeling


and when a two-dimensional model is adequate. When the vertical vari


ation is relatively small (which is pointed out above, seems to cor


relate well with D * having reached a constant value), a two-dimensional


x


model can be used with good accuracy with D * predicted by this method.

x


A two-dimensional model will cut down the computer time significantly.


In the Great Lakes, D * could increase the rate of horizontal disper


sion, due only to the horizontal turbulence, in the current direction.


On the other hand, as long as D * is increasing which corresponds to


the case when there is a relatively large vertical variation, a three-


dimensional model should be used for reasonable accuracy.


The results for the dispersion of pollutant in the western basin


of Lake Erie discussed earlier and given by figures 1 to 8 appear to


qualitatively fit this general conclusion. This can be viewed as


follows. For D - .01 (corresponding to D2 = 270 cm /sec. in the


v/estern basin of Lake Erie)* D * variation with time continued up to

X


t = 16 and it could be conjectured that it would persist up to t


equal to perhaps 20-30. This dimension!ess time corresponds to a


length scale of 30H since the maximum dimensionless velocity is 1.


Hence, for length scales greater than about 30H the vertical variation


would not be significant. The western basin results were calculated


using a mesh size of 2 miles and contours at the longest times of


calculation extended about 10 miles from the source. It was found

2
that not until D was decreased to 0/5 cm /sec. did a significant
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vertical variation in concentration appear. Very qualitatively extra


polating the time of D * variation from the above results, it is not

/\


unreasonable to expect this time to be of the order of 1000 when D =


2 x 10 (corresponding approximately to D = 5 cm /sec. in the


western basin). For the reference quantities used in the western


basin examples, this dimensionless time corresponds to a length scale

2


on the order of 5 miles. For Dz = 5 cm /sec. the western basin ex


amples begin to show some vertical variation in concentration. If D

-5 2


is as small as 2 x 10 or D2 approximately equal to 0,5 cm /sec, a


period of variation for Dx* on the order of 10*000 might be expected.


This would correspond, in the western basin example to a length scale


of 50 miles within which significant vertical dependency of concen


tration could be expected. As noted above, this indeed proved to be


the case in the western basin examples using D = 0.5 cm /sec.


To make these results more generally applicable in the Great Lakes,


more examples should be tried using different velocity profiles u(z)


and different values of Dz for specific Great Lake situations. Instead


of taking a constant D it will be a good idea to take D as a function


of z as it is found that D2 changes with depth in the Great Lakes.


Based on the relative insensitivity of the results to the shape of the


velocity profile u(z), probably no more than 5 or so velocity profiles


would be needed to characterize a great majority of the situations


commonly found in the Great Lakes.


Since the results are quite sensitive to the D values, it ap


pears that D (as a function of z) should be fairly well defined in


order to get accurate prediction of concentration. An accurate
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dispersion model will have to incorporate at least the gross features


of the variation of Dz from one locality to the next. To handle this


in a practical way would require Dz as a function of local velocity


gradients, temperature gradients, depth, etc. This requires more


information about the variation of D than has so far been reported.
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Figure 9.1: Concentration vs. Horizontal Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time t=l. Plots made at z=.5
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Figure 9.2: Concentration vs. Horizontal Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time t=2. Plots made at z=.5
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Figure 9.3: Concentration vs. Horizontal Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time t=4. Plots made at 2=.5
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Figure 9.4: Concentration vs. Horizontal Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time t=7. Plots made at z=.5
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Figure 10.1: Concentration vs. horizontal Distance for the LAKE Profile at Time t=l
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Figure 10.2: Concentration vs. Horizontal Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time tf2


Plots made at z=.5
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Figure 10.3: Concentration vs. Horizontal Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time J£4


Plots made at z=.5
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Figure 10.4: Concentration vs. Horizontal Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time tf6.


Plots made at z=.5
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Figure 11.1: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time tfi


Plots made at x =.625
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Figure 11.2: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time t£L Plots made at xA=.5.
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Figure 11.3: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time t=l. Plots made at x =.75
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Figure 11.4: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time t=2. Plots made at x =1.125
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Figure 11.5: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time tf£. Plots made at x£=.875
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Figure 11.6: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the LINEAR Profile

at Time t=4. Plots made at x=2.25
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Figure 11.7: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time t=4. Plots made at xo=l.75
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Figure 11.8: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time tf7.. Plots made at ^=3.5
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Figure 11.S: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LINEAR Profile at Time t=]. Plots made at xA=3.0
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Figure 12J: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t=l. Plots made for D=.O1
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Figure 12.2: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profi le at Time t=2. Plots made for D=.O1
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Figure 12.3: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t=4. Plots made for D=.O1
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Figure 12.4: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t=6. Plots made for D=.O1
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Figure 12.5: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t-1. Plots made for D=0.1
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Figure 12.G: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t=2. Plots made for D=0.1
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Figure 12.7: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t=4. Plots made for D=0.1
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Figure 12.8: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t=6. Plots made for D=0.1
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Figure 12.9: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t=l. Plots made for D=1.0
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Figure 12.10: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t=2. Plots made for D=1.0
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Figure 12.11: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Time t=4. Plots made for D=1.0
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Figure 12.12: Concentration vs. Vertical Distance for the


LAKE Profile at Tirce t=6. Plots made for D=1.0
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Figure 13.1: crx vs. Time for the LINEAR Profile for D=.O1
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Figure 13.2: <xx vs. Time for the LINEAR Profile for D=0.1
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figure 13.3: a vs. Time for the LINEAR Profile for D=1.0 
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Figure 14.1.: a vs. Time for the LAKE Profile for D=.O1
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Figure 14.2: ax vs. Time for the LAKE Prof i le for D=0.1 
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Figure 14.3: o^ vs. Time for the LAKE Profile for D=1.0
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TABLE 5.1


Linear Profile


Theoretical Values of x and a for D=0


Time X 

t=l 0.625 0.08503 

t=2 1.125 0.33503 

t=3 1.625 0.75170 

t=4 2.125 1.33503 

t=5 2.625 2.08503 
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TABLE 5.2


Linear Profile


Values of x and ex for D=0


as Obtained by the Numerical Scheme


Time X 

t=l 0.62421 0.08491 

t=2 1.12354 0.33458 

t=3 1.62286 0.75069 

t«4 2.12210 1.33323 

t=5 2.62135 2.08215 
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TABLE 5.3


Linear Profile


Values of aY for D=.O1


2
Time a
x


t=l 0.0835


t=2 0.3183


t=3 0.6910


t=4 1.1890


t=5 1.8000


t=6 2.5150


t=7 3.3200


t=8 4.2150


t=9 5.1850


t=10 6.2200


t=n 7.3220


t=12 8.4800


t=16 13.6400




no


TABLE 5.4


Linear Profile


Values of o for D=0.1


Time "x2 

t=l 0.0644 

t=2 0.1955 

t=3 0.3530 

t=4 0.5200 

t=5 0.6910 

t=6 0.8640 

t=7 1.0380 

t=8 1.2150 



in


TABLE 5.5


Linear Profile


Values of av
c for D=1.0


7


Time 

t=l 0.0179 

t=2 0.0362 

t=3 0.0546 

t=4 0.0725 

t=5 0.0924 

t=6 0.1120 

t=7 0.1310 

t=8 0.1500 
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TABLE 5.6


Lake Profile


Values of aY for D=.O1


Time 

t=l 0.0670 

t=2 0.2445 

t=3 0.5122 

t=4 0.8500 

t=5 1.2610 

t=6 1.7220 

t=7 2.2300 

t=8 2.7810 

t=9 3.3690 

t=10 4.0020 

t=n 4.6410 

t=14 6.7600 
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TABLE 5.7


Lake Profile


Values of crv for D=0.1


Time


t=l 0.0422


t=2 0.1173


t=3 0.2040


t=4 0.2950


t=5 0.3880


t=6 0.4810


t=7 0.5750


t=8 0.6730
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TABLE 5.8


Lake Profile


Values of a


Time 

t=l 

t=2 

t=3 

t=4 

t=5 

t=6 

t=7 

t=8 

 for D=1.0


°>


0.0109 

0.0209 

0.0310 

0.0412 

0.0513 

0.0610 

0.0718 

0.0821 



TABLE 5.9


Computer Time


Run No. Profi1e D Value Dx Value in the Final Computer Time in
Mode Iteration Vina! Minutes


1 Linear .01 A .1 16 70


2 Linear .01 B .1 12 120


3 Linear 0.1 B .1 8 80 en


4 Linear 1.0 B .05 8 90


5 Lake .01 A .05 14 90


6 Lake .01 B .05 11 160


7 Lake 0.1 B .075 8 90


8 Lake 1.0 B .05 8 100


A —• Both Dt, Dx increased simultaneously B — Only Dx increased; Dt constant at ,01
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APPENDIX I


DERIVATION OF x AND ov
2 FOR THE GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION


A


The solution of


at zax ° 1S


C = f(x - zt)


Now initially,

_ (x-.125)2


C = f(x) = e 4a for 0 < x < .25


C = 0 otherwise


(x~zt-.125)2


C =e 4a for 0 i x - zt < .25


For convenience, the following notation is used for the different


quantities.


d - -125


2/eT


t + .125 - x

g =


B = erf(d)


; = zt + .125 - x

2/a"~
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The i n i t i a l amount of mass is given by 

. (X-.125)2


M = S'Q
25 e 4 a dx = 2,/aF • erf (d)


For finding C, we have to consider three ranges of x as indicated


in Section 4.6.2.


Range (i) 0 < x < .25


2L

t


(x-zt-.125)2


C = A e" 4a dz


= T
 -»


[erf(d) + erf(m)]


[erf^l2!) + erft^l2^-)] (1)


Range (ii) .25 < x < t


, _ X-.25


h t~


*«•!
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(x-zt-,125)2 

C = / u e 4 a dz 

1 -d 

. M^erf (d)] 

e r f ( i (2) 

At x = .25, (1) and (2) are equal 

Range ( i i i ) t u < t + .25 

= x-,25 
0 4* 

(x-zt-.125)' 
dz 

zn 

-d 

f (g) + erf(d)] 

erf (3) 
2/aT 

At x = t , (2) and (3) are equal.
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MASS CONSERVATION


Mass at any time is given by


M = /J+'25 Cdx


Range (i)


Contribution to M = /*" Cdx

o


= £|1 r^ erf(d)dx + zf- fo
d* erf (m)dx


Now /* erf(m)dx


erf(m)dm

-d


= 0 since erf(m) is an odd function.


:. Contribution to M = £& • [erf (d)] • (0.25)


Range (ii)


Contribution to M = £^21/* erf(d)dx

z
 .25


= 2^aF. [erf(d)] . ( t. 25)
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Range ( i i i ) 

Contribution to M = J ^ / t  + - 2 5 erf(d)dx 

Now fl+'25 erf(g)dx


.25 e r f ( t±J25Ix ) d x


"d erf(g)dg


- 0


• Contribution to M = ̂  • [erf(d)] • (0.25) (6)


Adding (4), (5) and (6), we get


M = 2vSF • erf (d)


Hence, mass conservation is satisfied.


CALCULATION OF x


/t+
-25 Cxdx


Range (i)


Contribution to x


fo25 x e r f ( d ) d x + H B roZS xer f (m)dx 

The second integral is 
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' (0.125) /d erf(m)dm + 4a /d merf(m)dm

-d -d


The first term is zero and the second cancels with an exactly


opposite term contributed by range (iii).


.* Contribution to x = -grr- (7)


Range (ii)


Contribution to x = -TR- / xerf (d)dx

w
 .25


- t 1

~ 2 - 32t


Range (iii)


Contribution to x


= 2? 7t+'25 xdx + m ;T'2S xerf(g)dx


Now second integral is


= 2 ^  - (t + .125) /d erf(g)dg - 4a /d gerf(g)dg

-d -d


The first term is zero and the second term concels with the op


posite term from range (i)


*. Contribution to x = i- + -ĝ r (9)


Adding (7), (8) and (9), we get
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x = | + l (10) 

We can calculate x at t = 0 

At t = 0


(x-.125)2


I - e" 4 a
 9


(x-.125r

f'ZS e" 4 a dx


x = -2

FT 

* +

The second term is zero


2valr erf (d) 
x = 8M 

1 
" 8 

Putting t = 0 in (10) gives x = 1 which is indeed so.


CALCULATION OF cxx
2


Range (i)


2


Contribution to cxx

m
 -w /;25(x-x)2dx + 4w /I25(x-x)2erf (m)dx


Now /Q25(x-x)2erf(m)dx 
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-m- |)2erf(m)dm

-d l


This will be combined with a similar term from range (iii).


Contribution by the other integral to ax


- 2?/0
25(x-x)2dx (11)


Range (ii)


Contribution to 0 2 = i / * (x-x)2dx (12)

x z
 .25


Range (iii)


Contribution to a / = -^ /J+'25(x-x)2dx + -^ /*+>25(x-x)2erf (g)dx


Now /*+'25(x-x)2erf(g)dg


d | - 2^a-g)2erf(g)dg
-d


This will be combined with a similar term from range (i).


Contribution by the other integral to ax
p


«^/*"-25(x-x)2dx (13)


Combining (11), (12) and (13) we get


Contribution to o 2 = —• /*+'25(x-x)2dx + -L- /* (x-x)2dx


Combining the leftover terms from range (i) and (iii), we get
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• fd (|- 2^T. m)2erf(m)dm

-d


where 'm8 here is the variable of integration.


Now / erf(m)dm = 0

-d

A 0


and / m erf(m)dm = 0

-d


since both are odd functions.


Hence, the only term left from the integral is


~ IT ' merf(m)dm

-d


Let I = / merf (m) dm

-d


Integrating by parts, taking 1 as the second part, we get


I = [m2erf(m)]* - /


2

I = d2erf(d) - 1- /dm2e"m dm


/F-d


+ J_ f

64
 /iF-B -d


Combining (14) and (15), we get


OxX
2 - 12 4 + —

-d 
AVm2d


Now it can be shown that
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4a ,d


/TF-B -d


(x-.125)2


4a


= initial variance of the distribution


Without much error, the initial variance can be taken as equal


to the variance of the same gaussian distribution extending from -«>


to <»• In that case,


the initial variance = 2a = .0017


:. ax
2 = ~ + .0017


NUMERICAL VERIFICATION


The analytical solution is


c * J 4a


The expressions for C are given by equations (1), (2) and (3)


respectively for the three ranges of x.


They were verified by numerically integrating the above expres


sion for C in the z direction. For this purpose DZ was taken as .01


and Simpson's rule was used. The analytical expressions check with


the numerical values.


Similarly, x and ax were calculated by numerically integrating
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C as given by equations (!)* (2) and (3) in the x direction. They

-
check with the values of x and ax
 2 given by equations (10) and (16)


respectively.


Thus9 the analytical derivation was numerically verified.
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ABSTRACT


A basic question, in developing a dispersion model, is when a


two dimensional model is an adequate approximation for a three dimen


sional model. The use of a two dimensional model instead of a three


dimensional model results in considerable savings of computer time.


A model problem involving horizontal convection and vertical


diffusion is solved on the computer to establish a criteria to choose


betv/een two and three dimensional dispersion models for large lakes.


Different combinations of vertical profiles of velocity and diffusivity


were used. The arrival of the horizontal direction variance of the


concentration distribution to a linear time dependence was found to


be a suitable criterion for the use of vertical averaging.


Effective horizontal dispersion coefficients (Ke) for use after


vertical averaging were computed from the results of the model problem


and also from a formula given by Csanady. Both the methods gave good


agreement of the values of Kg.


It is shown that the time to reach the condition for vertical


averaging correlates as t] - h^/{a^D' )9 while the effective dispersion


coefficient is given by Kg = (C-jh U )/D2, where h is depth, Dz is


average vertical diffusivity, U is a characteristic velocity and a-j


and C, depend on profiles used. Over the range of profiles studied,


cu varied by a factor less than 1.5 and C1 by a factor less than 3.0.




The method and results presented have wide application in dispersion


modeling for large lakes pertaining to the choice of a two or three


dimensional model and an effective horizontal dispersion coefficient


for the vertically averaged cases.
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NOMENCLATURE 

a Parameter in the Gaussian distribution 

C Concentration; dimensional in equation ( 2 J ) , dimension!ess 

elsewhere 

C-j Evaluated from dimension!ess form of equations 2.19 and 

2.20 with D"z = 1.0 

D(z) Vertical diffusivity profile 

D, D2 Non-dimensionalized vertical diffusivity 

Dt Mesh spacing in time 

Dx Mesh spacing in the horizontal direction 

Dz Mesh spacing in the vertical direction 

D * Effective horizontal dispersion coefficient, dimensionless 

H,h Depth of lake 

k A number dependent uoon the geometry of the cross-section 

K Effective horizontal dispersion coefficient - dimensional 

L Reference length 

q Total amount of material released 

t Time; dimensional in equation (2,1), dimensionless elsewhere 

u Velocity in horizontal direction; dimensional in equation (2.1), 

dimensionless elsewhere 

Um * vmax  Reference velocity taken to be magnitude of the difference 

between maximum and minimum velocities across the layer 
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 Co-ordinate in -the horizontal direction; dimensional in 

equation (2.1), dimensionless elsewhere 

 Mean x coordinate of the concentration distribution 

 Co-ordinate in vertical direction; dimensional in equation 

(2.1), dimensionless elsewhere 
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Subscript 
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CHAPTER 1


INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND


1 A Introduction


Large bodies of water such as estuaries, lakes, rivers, and seas


are widely used for dumping a great quantity of industrial and domes


tic wastes. It is assumed that pollutants are dispersed by naturally


occurring currents and horizontal mixing. Hence, the numerical


modeling to show how these pollutants are carried away from the place


of dumping and dispersed over larger masses is of great importance.


In recent years investigations have been done on dispersion in


lakes, rivers, and seas. The main concern in this thesis is the


dispersion processes of the Great Lakes. The problem is not only


concerning factors causing dispersion and mixing in lakes, but also


how effectively these factors work both individually and interactionally.


One of the possibilities of interaction is between the factors of verti


cal diffusion and the shear of the horizontal velocity profile. This


is the main area of investigation in this thesis.


In the general case, the transport of a dissolved, conserved


pollutant in a large lake is described by


„ + u „ . _ ( D z _.) + Dx (i.i)


where z is the vertical coordinate, x is a horizontal coordinate, u is




the horizontal velocity,- D is vertical eddy diffusivity and D is


horizontal eddy diffusivity. A second horizontal direction y does not


appear explicitly in equation (1.1) since it is assumed that x is a


local coordinate in the direction of the main horizontal currents and


that the flow is nearly parallel. Thus convection in the y direction


perpendicular to x is assumed to be negligible. Diffusion in y direction


is'eliminated if the concentration, C, is considered to be averaged in


the y direction. Thus the transport equation involves three space


dimensions. The numerical solution of a three space dimensional equa


tion is very costly in terms of computer time* It is therefore,


desirable to reduce equation (1.1) to two space dimension dependency


by a vertical averaging procedure, if this can be done without signifi


cant loss of accuracy in the solution. Formally, equation (1.1) can


be vertically averaged as


I '•ati l f  ~ t § ^ dz (1.2)
F  3x  8z


* Jo

which yields


h

3C . rr 3C . 1 Ir ..i 3C1


->Q 9X


where the "bar11 indicates a vertically averaged quantity and u1 = u-u"


and C1 = C - C*. The first term on the right hand side of equation (1.2)


vanishes by use of the boundary conditions, D ^  — = 0 at z = 0, h.

Z oZ


Following the practice used in turbulent flow problems, the third term


on the left hand side is represented as




h


F f «'


where K is an effective horizontal dispersion coefficient which is


supposed to account for vertical effects. Thus, equation (1.1) becomes


f + « £ • "VK»)4 0.5)

9X


and the vertical averaging has reduced the dimensionality by one.


Equation (1.5) can obviously be solved much more efficiently by computer.


The above development has practical utility for dispersion modeling


in large lakes only if K can be determined. The main concern of this


investigation is to predict when a time-dependent K can be used in


equation (1.5) and also to estimate the value of K . The question of


when does K become time-dependent is answered in terms of a criterion


for the use of vertical averaging that depends on the interaction of u


and D . It is also shown how K can then be calculated as a function


of u and D .


The bases for the investigation are numerical solutions of equation


(1.1) without the term D ^-^ . The results mentioned above are

X
 8X^


derived from these solutions. The elimination of the horizontal


diffusivity term is justified on the basis of the analysis by Aris


(Ref. 1). He showed that the two mechanisms for horizontal spreading,


namely that due to the interaction of u and D , work independently.


Thus once K. is obtained it can simply be added to D to get the com


bined effect as shown in equation (1.5). The work of Aris is further


discussed in section 1.2.




1.2 Background


Pioneer study of the interaction between horizontal velocity and


vertical diffusivity and their combined effect on dispersion was done


by Taylor (Ref. 11). He illuminated theoretically and experimentally,


for a laminar flow in a circular tube, basic concepts involved in the


interaction between vertical diffusion and horizontal convection. Two


phases of transport were identified. The first, extending from the


point of introduction of the solute to some distance downstream, is


characterized by significant cross-plane variations in concentration


of solute and an increasing rate of dispersion in the downstream direc


tion of the solute cloud taken as a whole. Small variations in cross-


plane concentration, after a sufficient time, identifies the second phase-


He reasoned mathanatically and demonstrated experimentally that the


cross-plane averaged concentration in this second phase approaches a


Gaussian distribution in the downstream direction. Further spread in


this phase can be explained by an effective downstream diffusion co


efficient which depends on the cross-plane shear of the downstream


velocity, and the cross-plane diffusion coefficient. Thus he showed


that cross-plane averaging is a theoretically sound treatment of dis


persion problems, provided that the solute cloud has entered the


second phase of transport. He should be aware here that our work con


cerns the detailed description of the first phase of transport and a


prediction of the beginning of the second phase as well as the effec


tive downstream diffusion coefficient for the second phase.


Aris (Ref. 1) extended Taylor's concept of mathematical analysis


to tubes of arbitrary cross-section. Taylor's result for the effective




diffusion coefficient contained some restriction on the parameters.


Aris extended his work to more general geometry by introducing the


method based on the moments of the concentration distribution. His


work showed that the rate of growth of variance in the axial direction


is proportional to the sum of the molecular diffusion coefficient D,

2 7


and the Taylor diffusion coefficient Ke = ka U /D, where U is the mean


velocity and a is a dimension characteristic of the cross-section of


the tube. By showing that Kg is a constant after a long enough time,


he demonstrated that a finite distribution of solute tends to become


normally distributed. We can also obtain an effective downstream


dispersion coefficient for the general case from Aris1 results by


solving a non-homogeneous second order partial differential equation


with variable coefficients. Aris1 introduction of the moment method


has proven very useful in the application of Taylor's concept to


environmental situations.


Elder (Ref. 4) applied Taylor's analysis to obtain the effective


horizontal dispersion coefficient for ooen channel flow. Saffman


(Ref. 10) extended Taylor's and Aris1 concepts to atmospheric disper


sion. Thackston and Krenkel (Ref. 12) and Fischer (Ref. 5) worked


on streams applying the same technique. Bowden (Ref. 2) stretched the


idea to sea for horizontal mixing due to shearing current. Most of


this work is very well summarized by Csanady (Ref. 3).


Taylor's and Aris1 analyses show that the effective horizontal


diffusion coefficient, D *, always approaches a constant value as t


approaches infinity for any positive, finite DZ(Z). Csanady presents


a method to determine D * without solving the diffusion equation in

A


detail. His method provides a good check on the final value of Dx*.




His method can be used at a long enough time t after releasing a point


or line source. At this time, the cloud distributes itself vertically


uniformly over the mixed layer, and its further drift and diffusion


proceed only along the horizontal direction. We will be using Csanady's


approach as a check.


One model including interaction of vertical diffusion and hori


zontal convection, which calculates the concentration as a function of


time and space was developed by Natarajan (Ref. 9). Calculations were


presented for two different velocity profiles with three different


constant values of vertical diffusivity. Natarajan's model can be


justified since it can be shown that horizontal eddy diffusion is


negligible in comparison with horizontal convection. However, vertical


eddy diffusion is of the same order of magnitude as horizontal con


vection in the Great Lakes. Values of horizontal eddy diffusivity


have been investigated extensively (Ref. 7 , 8 ) , but values of vertical


eddy diffusion are not very well known, Matarajan used mean values of


0.01, 0.1, and 1,0 for the dimensionless vertical diffusivity. He took


two velocity profiles into consideration for all three values of verti


cal diffusivity. One profile was the linear profile, and the other


was the "lake profile.11


It is evident from his results that the shape of the velocity pro


file has little qualitative effect on the horizontal spread, and quan


titatively the lake profile leads to less horizontal spread than the


linear profile. For both the velocity profiles, where values of verti


cal diffusivity of 1.0 and 0.1 were used, the vertical variation in


concentration became very small. The effective horizontal dispersion




coefficient reached an asymptotic constant value. For a vertical


diffusivity value of 0.01, even at a large dimensionless time (t = 16),


the value of effective horizontal dispersion coefficient is increasing.


A significant vertical variation in concentration also exists. Thus,


it is evident that as long as the effective horizontal dispersion


coefficient is increasing, there is a significant vertical variation


in concentration and when it reaches a constant value, the vertical


variation becomes small.


He concluded that when the vertical variation is relatively small


a two dimensional model can be used with good accuracy, which will cut


down computer time significantly. On the other hand, when there is a


large vertical variation, a three dimensional model should be used


for reasonable accuracy.


This work extends Natarajan's investigation to include seven


different combinations of velocity and diffusivity profiles. A


criterion is established for vertical averaging and the results are


correlated in terms of two dimensionless parameters, â  and C<j, and


are easily applied to a wide range of conditions typical of the Great


Lakes.




CHAPTER II


METHOD OF SOLUTION


2.1 Finite Difference Approximations


As it was described in the previous chapter, the problem is to


consider the effect of vertical diffusivity and shear of horizontal


velocity. A variable vertical diffusivity was taken into considera


tion instead of an average constant for the value of vertical diffusi


vity. We will approach the problem by solving the two dimensional


diffusion-convection equation:


|| +u<*> f -,} (D(i)|£) (2.1)


The x-coordinate is in the direction of the mean flow and the


z-coordinate is directed vertically upward from the bottom.


Horizontal diffusion is ignored as it does not provide great


changes in the dispersion process. The convection term produces


larger effects in the horizontal direction than the horizontal diffusion


term.


By defining new variables, we will derive a non-dimensional form


of the above equation:


Href = H = Depth of Ldke


C r = C = Maximum Concentration Occurring in Lake
ref max

u f = Maximum Algebraic Difference Between Maximum and


Minimum Horizontal Velocity Along a Vertical Line


8




Now we can define non-dimensionalized variables;


X* = X

H


z* = z
H (0<.z*


t* = * uref

H


C
C* =
 r

max


u* = u

uref


D z *

uref H


By substitution into equation 2J we get:


¥t* u ax* ¥z*r v"z 3z^ ' Vfc-t/


We will omit * here and consider it as


at ax az z az


where these quantities henceforth will be considered as non-dimensional


variables. The initial pollutant concentration is C = C(x,z,0).


The boundary conditions are


D^ |v = 0 at z = 0 and z = 1.

Z oZ


A guassian initial distribution is assumed


CCx^z^O) = e""


where 'a1 is a parameter.
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By picking the variance 'a8 very small, this initial condition


approximates a delta function input.


Equation 2.3 was solved for various diffusivity and velocity


profiles. The spread of pollutant due to the vertical variation of


velocity is evaluated by calculating an effective horizontal disper


sion coefficient D * Definition and evaluation of D * will be

A X


discussed later.


A finite-difference method is now developed to solve equation


2.3 with the given initial and boundary conditions. First we will


study the diffusion term ~~ (D  ~ ) . This term is replaced by a

3Z Z 3Z


first order forward difference approximation


iz" (Dz s i  } r r DK+1 s i  | K + i " DK-1 s i 

DZ


(2.4)


-1


Here K is the mesh index in the z direction, n is the time index, and


DZ is the mesh spacing in the z direction. In the z direction, the


mesh points are numbered from 2 to 12 so that K = 2 corresponds to


z = 0 and K = 12 corresponds to z = 1. It is evident from equation 2.4

dC


that C, and C13 need to be defined. The boundary conditions D2 — = 0


at z = 0 and z = 1, will provide this information.


Considering expansion of the derivative in Taylor series up to


the second order terms, the following conditions for C-. and C-jg are


found:




n

Cl = of (C3 "C2> + C2


Mesh points for the diffusivity profile in the z direction were


numbered from 2 to 22, in order to get values of diffusivity at


K + 1/2 and K - 1/2 points. Values of D-j and D23 were chosen by


extrapolation of the diffusivity profile.


Numerical approximation to the terms:


4 + u *C

at ax


is given by Natarajan (Ref. 9). He has followed Fromm's (Ref. 6)


fourth order scheme for the numerical approximation to the convective


term. We are going to use the same method here for our purpose. Final


form of the numerical approximation to these terms is


_ ,/9 /rn rn \ 1/9 DT n n
- 1/2 ( C l M + C. ) + 1/2 m


- Fn J)
i


The F's are a function of C and u at various mesh points (See


Ref. 6). This scheme has fourth-order accuracy in space and second


order accuracy in time.


The initial concentration distribution is given by the equation

(x - ,125)2


C(x,z,0) = e" 4a


The value of V is so chosen such that the distribution has a narrow


width, a = 0.00085 gives C = 0.01 at x = 0.0 and x = 0.25, Concen


tration values less than 0.01 are essentially taken to be zero. Hence,
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the initial distribution extends from x = 0 to x = 0.25 with a peak


of C = 1 at x = 0.125.


The complete numerical approximation of the differential equation


is as follows:


n n
 + Fn *Fn
+ Cn) + 1/? — (*F(*Fn + Fn  - *Fn


i-l * V + ]/d Dx { M-l/2 + h1-l/2 Fi


/ [DD2K-1 (CK+1 ~ CK} " D2K-3 (CK "  C K - 1 ) ] 

(2.8) 

Natarajan worked out the whole scheme for constant diffusivity.


Here the only change we have is the variable vertical diffusivity.


With the modifications shown above, the whole scheme basically follows


the same pattern as Natarajan*s (Ref. 9) scheme for constant vertical


diffusivity.


2.2 Choice of Grid Size


Choice of grid sizes was quite important in some cases. Five


different sets of grid sizes were used. In all of them, DX v/as con


stant. The DX used by Natarajan for the constant diffusivity case


was suitable also in the examples where vertical diffusivity varied.


Only once was it necessary to change DZ. For the combination of the


lake velocity profile with the lake diffusivity profile, a value of


DZ = 0.05 was used instead of 0.1 for good accuracy. A great change


in the grid size of Dt was necessary for various combinations of


velocity and diffusivity profiles. Five different sets of grid sizes


were used for computations for different velocity and diffusivity


profiles. They are:
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Dt DX DZ Velocity Profile 
Diffusivity 
Profile 

.01 .0125 .1 Linear Constant 

.01 .0125 .1 Lake Constant 

.01 

.005 

.005 

.0125 

.0125 

.0125 

.1 

.1 

.05 

Linear 
Log
Lake 

Log
Constant 
Lake 

.002 

.001 
.0125 
.0125 

.1 

.1 
Log 
Linear 

Lake 
Lake 

Thus, as can be seen from the values of Dt, it became necessary


to use very small values of Dt in some cases, thus requiring large


amounts of computer time. In each example, the largest values of Dt,


DX and DZ that would allow good accuracy v/ere used. Only the above


sets were adequate to use for particular combinations of diffusivity


and velocity profiles.


2.3 Reduction of Numerical Results


The results of numerical computation can be best represented in


terms of moments of the distribution. Let C* be the vertically


averaged concentration at a given x. At any time t, we define the


foil owing parameters


00


1 = f C (x) x dx


(2.9)


L C (x) dx


o x2 = f C (x) (x - x f dx

JZ1 (2.10)


f C (x) dx


It can be proven that equation 2.10 reduces to the following equation:
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f <r(x)x2dr _ 2


" x (2.11)

C (x) dx


The longitudinal dispersion coefficient is defined as


dax2


D* _ 1/2 at any time t. (2.12)

dt


t


D* represents the spread of pollutant due to the interaction of the


vertical variation of horizontal velocity and the vertical diffusion.


The integrals in equations (2.9) to (2.11) are evaluated by Trapezoidal


and Simpson's rule integrations using the C distribution from the


solution of equation (2.8).


2.4 Velocity and Diffusivity Profiles


2.4.1 Velocity Profiles


The linear velocity prof i le and the lake velocity prof i le are 

discussed by Natarajan (Ref. 9) , so we w i l l not discuss them here. 

Along with the l inear and the lake velocity pro f i les , we have also 

considered one more prof i le which is described by the equation 

u(z) = 1.0 + 0.217 In (z) (2.13) 

between z = 0.1 and z = 1.0. It is assumed that the velocity profile


from z = 0 to z = 0.1 will be linear and follow the equation


u(z) = 5z (2.14)


In this profile, it can be seen that at z = 0, u(z) = 0 and at z = 1,


u(z) = 1.0,


2.4.2 Diffusivity Profiles 

Two more vertical diffusivity profiles were taken into consideration
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besides the constant diffusivity value. They are namely the log


diffusivity profile and the lake diffusivity profile.


The log diffusivity profile v/as derived by Reynold's analogy


applied to the log velocity profile. The form of the diffusivity


profile is described by Yotsukura and Fiering (Ref. 13). They took


in consideration the Reynold's analogyand obtained the following


equation: k = y(l~y)/2.5, where k = vertical diffusivity and y =


distance in vertical direction.


We have assumed the same form of equation and have arrived at


the following equation:


D(z) = 0.6 z (1-z) (2.15)


where the constant has been picked to make the vertically averaged


D" = 0.1. Since D(z) = 0 for any z cannot be used, for reasons to be


discussed later, it is evident from the equation (2.15) that we need


to define values of diffusivity at z = 0 and z = 1. Two alternatives


were considered. It was assumed that the value of diffusivity below


z = 0.03 and above z = 0.97 is constant. The constants used are the


values obtained from equation (2.15) for a dimensionless height of


0.03 and 0.97. It can be seen from the equation that values of D(z)


at z = 0.03 and z = 0.97 are the same. Another alternative had the


same kind of consideration, but the values of diffusivity were con


sidered constant below z = 0.1 and above z = 0.9, using the constant


value from Equation (2.15) for z = 0.1 and z = 0.9. These diffusivity


profiles were considered only with the linear velocity profile.
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The lake diffusivity profile was so named as the lake velocity


profile was taken into consideration to derive this particular diffu


sivity profile. As there was a reverse flow in the actual lake velo


city profile, to have the velocity non-negative, Natarajan added the


maximum negative velocity to the values of velocity for all the


points in the z direction. By doing this, a zero velocity at z = 0;3


(the point where maximum negative velocity occurs) is obtained. This


lake diffusivity profile was considered to vary from points z = 0.3


to z = 1.0 and to be constant everywhere below z = 0.3. Between


z = 0 and z = 0.3 the value of diffusivity is a constant 0.05, and


above z = 0.3 the diffusivity profile follows the equation:


D(z) = 0.05 + 0.2041 (z - 0.3) (2.16)


This profile was used with all three velocity profiles.


It should be pointed out that both these diffusivity profiles,


when averaged in the z direction, give the average value of D" = 0.1.


2.5 An Alternate Method for Calculating D*


As was discussed in the background section, a second computer


program was written for the solution of the equations given by


Csanady (Ref. 3). Results from the numerical method applied to


equation (2.1) describe the first phase of transport. Values of o 2

A


as a function of time can be obtained from these results. The effec


tive horizontal dispersion coefficient D can be calculated from the

A


values of a 2. Beginning of the second phase of transport was des-

A


cribed as when the effective horizontal dispersion coefficient reaches


a constant value. This method will provide another means for calculating


the effective horizontal dispersion coefficient for the second phase of
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transport. Knowing this value for the effective horizontal dispersion


coefficient makes it possible to determine from the results of the


previous program when the system is entering the second phase of


transport.


The method for this program was derived from the series of


equations given in Csanady (Ref. 3) for shear-augmented diffusion


in a channel. He also followed the solution with moments of the


distribution. The first moment was described as,


01 Q (z,t) = q/h [ut + $ (z)]	 (2.17)


where 9-. is the first moment of the distribution, q is the total


amount of material released, h is height and t is a dimensionless


time. <j)(z) as shown by Csanady, is obtained from


• (z) = J Z ^ y (u-u) dz	 (2.18)


with the lower limit z-. defined so as to give,


1.0


f	 4>(z) dz = 0.0 (2.19)

0


1.0

where u = f u (z) dz.


The effective horizontal dispersion coefficient D* is defined as,

A


1.0

Dx* = f u(z) 4> (z) dz (2.20)


•'o

Equations (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) are solved for Dx*. F i rs t , 

in order to get <t> (z) equations (2.18) and (2.19) must be solved. 

Once 4 (z) is obtained, equation (2.20) can be solved for Dx*. 
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For illustrative purposes, consider a mesh size of Dz = 0.1.


IT was obtained using the Trapezoidal rule as


1.0	 12

u~ = f u(z) dz -- 7 Dz [u (K+l) + u (K) ]


•'0	 « 2.0

K=2


Here K=2 corresponds to z = 0 and K = 12 corresponds to z = 1. Equa


tion (2.18) was evaluated at each point in the z direction and a set


of equations for 4>(z) was obtained with z, as an unknown parameter.


Let us call


1(0.1) = | 0̂ [2iF - u(0.1)-u(0.0)] * f' (u~-u)dz.

Jo


Similarly,

0.2


1(0.2) = |2.Q [2IT- u (0.1) - u(0.2)] + 1(0.1)• « f (u -u)dz.


Thus, a set of equations are obtained such as:


1(0.0) = 0.0


1(0.1) = |̂ -0 [2 if -u(0.1) - u (0.0)]


1(0.2) = ! 0̂ [2u~-u(0.2) - u (0.1)] + 1(0.1) And, so on to


1(1.0) = ipv [2tT- u(1.0.) - u(0.9)] + 1(0.9)


Now


+ (2) =f I||| dz

21


Picking a value of z, = 0.5, then

0.0


* (0.0) = f I(z) .

D(z) az


.5
1

Jo.!


This integral can be written as

0.1	 0.2


• (0.0) = -I

 0.5 
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Thus, a set of equations from 4>(0), $ (.1), <f> (.3) ... to <f> (1.0)


is obtained. This set of equations is then integrated in the z direc


tion from 0 to 1 and compared with 0.0 to see if equation (2.19) is


satisfied. If it is not equal to zero a new value of z1 is picked


using a Newton-Raphson method and calculations are carried on until


the value of the integral equals zero. Once z. is obtained, then


equation (2.20) is evaluated with the set of <f> (z) equations.


In all calculations the Trapezoidal rule was used for evaluation


of the integrals. In actual calculations a grid size of Dz = 0.005


was used. Different grid sizes were tried, but this one was the largest


which gave very accurate results.


Appendix 1 shows the analytical solution for D * for the log

x


diffusivity profile and the linear velocity profile. Appendix 3


shows the listing of the computer program for the method discussed


in this section.




CHAPTER III


RESULTS AND DISCUSSION


Results will be presented in turn for each velocity profile with


different diffusivity profiles. Mainly, each velocity profile was


combined with a constant D = 0.1 and the lake diffusivity profile.


Since all diffusivity profiles give D*z - 0.1, it will be possible to


compare the effect of constant D vs. variable D when both have the


same average value. Only the linear velocity profile was combined with


the log diffusivity profiles. In Figures 6.1 through 7.4, numerals I,


II and III correspond to the constant, the lake and the log diffusivity


profiles respectively.


3.1	 Horizontal Distribution of Concentration for the Linear Velocity


Profile


There are four different situations to be considered, the linear


profile With constant diffusivity, the two log diffusivity profiles


and the lake diffusivity profile.


Concentration at any time is a function of z and x. Here in this


section, the major interest is to study the variation of C with x so


the C values will be plotted in the x direction at z = 0.5.


Figures 6.1 to 6.4 give the concentration distribution for the


linear velocity profile at different times. Because of the large


amount of computer time required for the linear velocity profile, with


20
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the lake diffusivity profile, there were no results obtained for that


example beyond dimensionless time = 5. Figure 6,5 represents the


concentration values in the x direction for constant diffusivity and


the log diffusivity profile at t = 8.


Examining Figures 6.1 to 6.5, it is noticeable that there is only


one curve shown for the log diffusivity profiles derived from two


different sets of end values. The reason for this is that both the


sets have given identical results. Thus, they coincide with each


other on the graph.


Figures 6.1 to 6.4 show concentration values in the x direction


for the linear velocity profile with constant diffusivity, the log


diffusivity profile and the lake diffusivity profile. Examination of


Figure 6.1 shows that the lake diffusivity profile gives the highest


peak, then the log diffusivity profile, and finally the constant


value of diffusivity gives the lowest peak. Figures 6.2, 6.3 and


6.4 give the concentration distribution in the x direction at time


2, 4 and 5. Examination of these figures shows that the pollutant


starts spreading out. Note that there is a change of scale in the x


direction. As time progresses, for all the three diffusivity profiles,


the skewness starts to smooth out and the concentration distribution


approaches the normal distribution. At t = 1 there is a narrow distri


bution while at t = 5 it has spread out with lower peak. Examining


Figure 6.5 it can be seen that pollutant has spread out well in the x


direction. Again, this confirms the approach to a normal distribution.


3.2	 Horizontal Distribution of the Log Velocity Profile


Figures 7.1 through 7.4 show the concentration distribution in the
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x-direction at different times. Here also the lake diffusivity


profile gives the hiqher peak in the x-direction for all time units.


As time progresses, pollutants start to distribute over the x-direc


tion. Concentration peaks are lower at large time. There is no


change in scale in concentration scale but there is a change in the


x-direction scale as pollutants move along. We observe the same


kind of behavior as for the linear profile. One thing that is im


portant to notice is that there is less spread of pollutants here


than for the linear velocity profile. The peak concentration value


at time t = 1 is 0.45 for the lake diffusivity profile and 0.37 for


a constant diffusivity, while for the linear velocity profile at


t = 1 the peak concentration value is 0.195 for the lake diffusivity


profile and 0.164 for constant diffusivity. Thus, there is a con


siderable difference in spread. Moreover, it is noticeable from


Figures 7.1 through 7.4 that as time progresses, the concentration


distribution approaches a normal distribution. It is also evident


that the lake diffusivity profile takes longer time than constant


diffusivity to approach a normal distribution.


3.3	 Horizontal Distribution of Concentration for the Lake Velocity


Profile


Concentration values in the horizontal direction are plotted at


different times for constant diffusivity and the lake diffusivity


profile. Figures 8.1 through 8,4 show the distribution at times 1,


2, 4 and 6. Here it is interesting to note that the lake diffusivity


profile no longer has the highest peak. How the constant diffusivity
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gives the highest peak*. Again for the lake velocity profile it is


true in Figures 8.1 through 8.4 that there is a narrow distribution


followed by a long tail at the upstream end. This is quite opposite


from the log velocity profile (Figures 7.1 through 7.4) where there is


a long tail at the downstream end followed by a narrow distribution


at the upstream end. Once again as time progresses, for both the


diffusivity profiles, the concentration profile is losing its skewness


and gradually approaches the normal distribution.


3.4	 Vertical Concentration Distribution for the Linear Velocity


Profile


Vertical concentration distribution was demonstrated by a series


of graphs made of concentration versus z at a given x. x v/as picked


from the horizontal concentration distribution graphs. It is the x


location where maximum concentration occurred at a aiven time. At


this value of x (called x ) concentration was plotted aqainst z.


Figures 6.6 through 6.10 show the vertical variation in concentration


for the linear velocity profile combined with the constant, log and


lake diffusivity profiles at different times. Vertical concentration


profiles were plotted at the same times as for the horizontal distri


bution plots. Examining these figures it is evident that as time


progresses the vertical variation in concentration becomes smaller,


eventually leaving a straight line in the vertical direction. It is


also evident from the graphs that the constant diffusivity and the log


diffusivity profiles give the same type of results as they follow ^/ery


closely to each other at all times except t = 2. The lake diffusivity
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profile starts with large variation in the vertical direction and


moves toward small variations. However, the vertical variation is


always greater compared to the other diffusivity profiles. There is


some variation in the z direction even at time t = 5 for the lake


diffusivity profile* Besides this particular combination also required


large computer time. Because of large consumption of computer time


it was not possible to get results beyond t = 5 for this combination.


There are only two curves (practically straight lines) in Figure 6JO


for constant diffusivity and the log diffusivity profile. There is no


more vertical variation at this particular time. The pollutant has


spread over the z direction uniformly. Except at t = 2, the maximum


value of concentration occurs at the same x for constant diffusivity


and the log diffusivity profile.


3.5 Vertical Concentration Distribution for the Log Velocity Profile


Figures 7.5 through 7.8 show the vertical variation in concen


tration for the log velocity profile with constant diffusivity and


the lake diffusivity profile at different times. Each plot represents


the concentration distribution in the z direction at x as in Section 3.4


Examining Figures 7.5 through 7.8 it is observed that as time pro


gresses variation in the vertical direction decreases and for constant


diffusivity it shows practically no variation at t = 6. There is


still a little variation in the vertical direction for the lake


diffusivity profile. Thus, pollutant has spread uniformly in the z


direction for constant diffusivity, while for the lake diffusivity


profile there is still some more time required for uniform spread.
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3.6 Vertical Concentration Distribution for the Lake Velocity Profile


Figures 8.5 through 8.8 represent the vertical concentration dis


tribution of the lake velocity profile with constant diffusivity and


the lake diffusivity profile at different times. It is evident from


these figures that they follow the same kind of pattern as the log


velocity profile and show small variation in vertical direction as


time progresses. Plots were made at time 1 , 2 , 4 , and 6. Figure 8,8


shows that there is still a little variation in the z direction for


constant diffusivity, while the lake diffusivity profile gives almost


a straight line. This behavior is quite opposite from the one observed


for the linear and the log velocity profiles. Were the lake diffusi


vity profile gives uniform distribution in the z direction, while for


constant diffusivity there is still some variation even at time t = 6.


3.7 Combined Effects of Velocity and Diffusivity Profiles


It is interesting to learn the combined effects of velocity and


diffusivity profiles from Figures 6.1 throuqh 8.4. The lake velocity


profile combined with the lake diffusivity profile sets a good example


to study. In cases with the linear and the log velocity profiles


combined with the lake diffusivity profile gave high peaks (Figures


6.1 through 6.4 and 7.1 through 7.4) in the horizontal direction while


for the lake velocity profile combined with constant diffusivity gave


a high peak (Figures 8.1 through 8.4). In the vertical direction it


is true for the linear and the log velocity profiles that for constant


diffusivity after t = 4 there is no variation in the z direction, but


for the lake diffusivity profile there is still some variation (Figures
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6.9 and 7.8). The lake velocity profile produces the opposite results


where there is no concentration variation in the z direction at larqer


time for the lake diffusivity profile, but for constant diffusivity


there is still some variation in the z direction (Figure 8.8). It


does show here that the particular combination of velocity and diffusi


vity profiles has great importance on the overall spread.


3,8 Dx* Values for the Linear Profile


2


Tables 3.1 to 3.3 give the values of ax for the linear profile


for constant diffusivity, the log diffusivity profile and the lake


diffusivity profile. Figures 9.1 through 9,3 represent the graphical


view of the same.

Examining Figure 9.1 one can see that ax2 does not vary linearly


with time. According to Aris, for any velocity profile and a finite


D value, D * reaches an asymptotic constant value. This means that

Z X
 r>


after a long time ax varies linearly with time and °x becomes

dt


a constant. By definition


n * = 1 d a x 2


x 2 -"de

values of D * will be obtained from the slope of Figures 9.1 through


x

9.3. These values were matched with the values from another program


which was written for the series of equations from Csanady.


From Figure 9.1 it is evident that ax2 varies linearly with time


after t=3. We can get the slope of the line which will give the value


of _ L  - . Dividing this value by 2 will give the value of D *.

dt x
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From Figure 9.1, the slope = 0.172 and therefore


Dx* = 1/2 (0.172) = 0.086


This represents the D * value for the linear velocity profile


and constant diffusivity.


Figure 9.2 represents the values of ox2  plotted against t for


the linear velocity profile and the log diffusivity profile.


The slope = 0.1443 and


D * = 1/2 (0.1443) = 0.0722
\̂


Similar ly, Figure 9.3 represents the graph of ax2  versus t for 

the l inear velocity p ro f i le and the lake d i f f us i v i t y p ro f i le . 

The slope = 0.2036 and 

D * = 1/2 (0.2036) = 0.1018 

3.9 Dx* Values for the Log Velocity Profile


As described in the previous chapter Dx* values have been calculated


for the log velocity profile combined with constant diffusivity and


the lake diffusivity profile.

2


Tables 3.4 and 3.5 represent the values of ax for the loq velocity


profile combined with the constant diffusivity and the lake diffusivity

o


profile. Figures 9.4 and 9.5 represent the graphs of ox versus t for


the same.


Figure 9.4 represents the ax2 values at different t for the log


velocity profile with constant diffusivity. We can say that ax^ varies


linearly with time after t = 3.
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D * Values 

Di f fus iv i ty Prof i le Linear Prof i le Log Prof i le Lake Prof i le 

Constant 0.086 0.0387 0.047 

Log 0.0722 

Lake 0.1018 0.0543 0.0483 

3.11 Dx* Values from Check Program 

A computer program was wr i t ten for values of D * by evaluating 

the series of equations from Csanady. This was discussed in the 

second chapter* The fol lowing values of D * for d i f ferent veloci ty 

prof i les were obtained with d i f fe ren t d i f f u s i v i t y p ro f i l es . 

D * Values 

Di f fus iv i ty Prof i le Linear Prof i le Log Prof i le Lake Prof i le 

Constant 0.0833 0.0368 0.0536 

Log 0.0691


Lake 0.1000 0.0524 0.0487 

These values of Dx* fo r d i f fe rent combinations match well with the 

calculated values of D * from the main program. The small differences 

between these tv/o values can probably be accounted for by the numerical 

error in the main program. The fol lowing accuracy c r i t e r i a are a good 

explanation for the numerical error . 

Fromm's scheme for the approximation of the convective term has 

fourth order accuracy in space and second order accuracy in t ime. The 
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approximation for the diffusion term is only first order in time and


second order in space. The boundary condition approximation is also


second order in space. Use of Simpson and Trapezoidal rules also


adds some criteria for numerical error. It is difficult to evaluate


the combined effect of the above accuracy criteria, but the numerical

7 ?


error for one step is of the order O(DZ + Dt) = 0(0 J + 0.01)


0(0.01). The difference between the two calculated values of D * is


well within this error. At this point it is also appropriate to


present some explanation of stability criteria.


For stability it is required that u — < 1 for the convection

AX


term. Also, the scheme for the approximation of the diffusivity


term requires the following criterion for stability,


It is difficult to analyze mathematically the stability condition


for the total scheme. The diffusion approximation requires a smaller


Dt than the convective criterion. In any event examining grid sizes


in the table on page 13 in the previous chanter there has been no


violation of any of these stability criteria. Dt was always less


than the requirement of the individual criterion. In some cases, Dt


had to be much smaller than the individual criterion allow. This is


thought to be due to a complex interaction between the convective and


diffusive terms.


3.12 Correlation of Ke and t]


It is shown in Appendix II that based on equation (A2:l), the


approach of . °* to a constant value is exponential with exponent
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~cuDz*t, where a. is generally the smallest eigenvalue in a certain


Sturm-liouville problem, and "D2* is the mean non-dimensional cross-


plane diffusion. Dimensional time, t-,, to reach phase II transport


thus scales as


O l D 2


where D* in this equation is the mean dimensional diffusivity. When


phase II is reached, the z direction can be replaced by an effective


dispersion coefficient in the x direction, D * This, by definition, is


and can be evaluated from the solution for C in equation 2.3. A


more direct approach is to compute D * by the method given by


Csanady (Ref. 3). The method is described in the previous chapter.


If equations (2.19) and (2.20) are non-dimensionalized it can be seen


that


2 2

Ke = C]

 h U max

D
 z


where C-. is determined from the equation (2.20) with D_* = 1.0.


As all the values of C-, are known from the previous section, Ke


can be evaluated for each case.


For example, the value of C-, for the linear velocity profile


and constant diffusivity can be calculated as follows. The value


of D * from the slope of Figure 9.1 is 0.086. This is sufficiently


close to the more accurate value of 0.0833 obtained analytically and


also by the dimensionless form of equation (2.19) and (2.20). Now
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h2 2u
K = c 
e max 

and


DJ X 0. 

The factor 0.1 must be included because the value of D * = 0.0833


was obtained using D"2* = 0.1 instead of 1. Therefore,


C1 = 0,0833 x 0.1 = 0.00833


Figure 6.8 indicates that by t = 4, the vertical concentration


variations have become quite small. Figure 9.1 shows that by t = 4,

2


ax has approached an approximate linear growth rate.. Thus,


a} dz = 1/4


and

a-j = 2.5 since D"z* = 0.1


Therefore,


t = h—

1
 2.5 x D2


Values of C-. and a-, can be obtained for each combination of


velocity and diffusivity profile. Table 3.8 summarizes these values


of C-j and a.. More will be said about a, and C, in the discussion


section.


3.13 Computer Time


A large amount of computer time was used for the lake diffusivity


profile with either of the velocity profiles. The linear velocity


profile combined with constant value of diffusivity used 90 minutes


of computer time until time = 14. Also the linear velocity profile


with the Tog diffusivity profile used 90 minutes of computer time to
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give results until tinve - 12. Dt was kept constant and so was DZ.


The value of DX v/as changing with time. About 380 minutes of computer


time were used to get results until time = 5 for the linear velocity


profile with the lake diffusivity profile. A small Dt had to be


used in order to get the satisfactory results at different times.


Use of a larger Dt value made the system unstable. A value of Dt =


0.001 was used.


The log velocity profile was the one which used the largest com


puter time in all three velocity profiles. Even with constant dif


fusivity a time step Dt = 0.005 had to be used. The required computer


time was 200 minutes to get the results until time t = 8. The log


velocity profile with the combination of the lake diffusivity profile


used the largest computer time, 618 minutes, to give the results until


t = 6. Dt = 0.002 was used. Dt could never be made larger than .002,


otherwise the system became unstable. This shows that this particular


combination has some peculiar combined effect which required the use


of the smallest time step.


The lake diffusivity profile along with constant diffusivity


used 120 minutes of computer time to give us the results until t = 12.


Here the larger time step Dt = 0.01 was used. The lake velocity pro


file combined with the lake diffusivity profile used 120 minutes of


computer time and gave results until t = 6. Here also we were able


to use larger Dt than the log velocity combined with the lake diffusivity


profile. Here we used Dt = .005.


Table 3.9 summarizes the computer time for each velocity profile


and the use of grid sizes for particular computer runs.
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3.14 Discussion


It is evident from the results that in all the three velocity


profiles the spreading of pollutant follows the same path. As time


increases the narrow distribution starts to spread out. The log and


the lake velocity profiles make the concentration distribution some


what shewed. The log velocity profile gives a skewed distribution


in the downstream direction, while the lake velocity profile gives a


skewed distribution with a long tail in the upstream direction. The


linear velocity profile combined with constant diffusivity and the log


diffusivity profile gives a symmetric distribution while with the


lake diffusivity profile a skewed concentration distribution toward


the upstream end is obtained.


There is a quantitative difference in the spread of the pollutant


for all the three cases. The linear velocity profile has the largest


spread in the horizontal direction, compared with the log and the lake


velocity profiles.


The linear and the log velocity profiles give more variation in


the vertical direction using the lake diffusivity profile than is ob


tained using the constant diffusivity. A similar effect on the behavior


of D is also observed. D * values are larger using the lake diffusivity

A A


profile than those obtained using the constant diffusivity for both the


linear and the log velocity profiles. The lake velocity profile behaves


opposite to the linear and the log velocity profiles. The lake velocity


profile gives more vertical variation of concentration using constant


diffusivity than is obtained using the lake diffusivity profile. The


Dx* value using the lake diffusivity profile is less than the Dx*


obtained using the constant diffusivity.
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These examples demonstrate that the vertical variation of concen


tration and the value obtained for D * can significantly depend upon


the combination of velocity and diffusivity profiles.


Correlation of Ke and t^ with a, and C. also establishes an in


teresting situation for consideration. In table 3.8 it can be seen


that the values of a-i and C-, fall in a narrow range, cu varies only


by a factor of 1.5 and C-. varies by a factor less than 3.0. Thus t1


and K^ can be well estimated from these results for a wide range of


cases of practical interest. Typical values of height, U and D"


in the western basin of Lake Erie are 900 cm., 30 cm/sec and 5 cm /sec


respectively. Ke can be calculated as follows from the values of a.,


and C-» related to the lake velocity and diffusivity profiles:


h 2 U 2 

Ke = c i max 

(900)2 (30)2 

K 0. 0049 
e 

Ke = 7.14 x 105 cm2/sec


This value of K can be compared to the values calculated by


Murthy (Ref, 8) from his dye release experiments in Lake Ontario. To


find the comparable value of Ke from his results, a reference length


is required. This can be calculated as follows;


t	 . W f o 81000 sec

2.0x5 cm /sec
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and


L
 * tl


L = 81,000 x 30


L = 2.43 x 106 cm


From Figure 10.1, the extrapolated value of K for this reference


length is 6.5 x 105  —- .


Other values of Ke and L corresponding to 100, 200, 300, 500, and


700 cm depths can similarly be calculated (C-, , ou , IT , and Ua remain

i I z max


the same as in the above example of 900 cm depth). A series of such


points is presented in Figure 10.1 along with Murthy's experimental


points and a line given by Murthy representing his data in terms of


the u4/3 - power law11 for diffusion. It can be seen that Murthy's


data is reasonably well predicted by these results. The maximum value


of h> corresponding to the computed point that gives the largest


value of K shown on Figure 10.1, is 9 meters which is less than the


depth of the thermocline which Murthy measured at about 10-20 meters.


This suggests that horizontal spreading due to vertical shear in


the horizontal velocity coupled with vertical diffusion is at least as


important as that due to horizontal turbulence. The effect of horizon


tal velocity gradients in elongating dye patches in his experiments was


noted by Murthy• It should be emphasized that the points displayed in


Figure 10.1 were computed using typical values of EL and Um a v, and do

d~ i n u x 

not necessarily correspond to the conditions of Murthy's experiment. 



CHAPTER IV


CONCLUSIONS


The following conclusions are drav/n from this study of the com


bined effect of the velocity and the diffusivity profiles.


It is found that the shape of the velocity profile has little


qualitative effect on the horizontal spread of the pollutant. As


time progresses, approach to the normal distribution is noticed in


all cases studied. Ouantitativeiy the lake velocity profile leads


to the slowest rate of horizontal spread.


As time progresses, it is also found, in the vertical direction,


that vertical variation becomes small and finally the vertical dis


tribution of concentration becomes uniform. D * is increasing and


finally reaches a constant value. Vertical variation in concentration


becoming relatively small and D * reaching a constant value are well


correlated- Thus, the use of D * reaching a constant value is a good


criterion for using vertical averaging, which leads to a two dimensional


model, without significant loss of accuracy. Dx* for use in a two


dimensional model can be predicted by this method.


One of the important relationships which has been established is


the correlation of the dimensionless results with a-j and C^. a ^ is


related to the time when D * reaches a constant value. C-, is related


to the constant value of D *. a-, and C, can then be used to obtain


t«| and Ke. t-j the time for phase I transport, scales as,


36
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t,


and K f the effective horizontal dispersion coefficient, scales as


a p and thus the time for phase I transport mainly depends on D (z)


and is only weakly affected by u(z) (described in Appendix II). Thus,


t., time to reach phase II, generally does not depend on the details


of the velocity profile. Some situations, such as existence of a


thermocline, are not covered by the results given here, since this


would represent a vastly different D profile from any of the examples.


However, in all the cases studied a-, and C. varied within a small


range. a-, varied within a factor of 1.5 and C-, varied by a factor


less than 3.0. Thus, results obtained here can be used to predict t-.


and Ke for a wide range of reasonable velocity and diffusivity pro


files. For velocity and diffusivity profiles that are very different


from the ones studied here a-, and C-j can be calculated by the method


used here and new values of t-, and K can be obtained from the above


identities.


It was seen in Figure 10.1 that Ke as calculated in this investi


gation compares favorably with measured horizontal diffusivities in


Lake Ontario, The importance of the vertical shear of the horizontal


velocity combined with vertical diffusion on horizontal spreading


appears to be at least the same as the effect of horizontal turbulence.


More information is necessary to decide the dominating factor. It is


suggested that an experiment should be performed studying the effects
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of both of these phenomena at the same time* Results from this experi


ment will be helpful to decide the dominating factor.
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TABLE 3.1


Linear Velocity Profile


Values of a ^ for Constant Diffusivity


TIME


t = 1


t = 2


t = 3


t = 4


t = 5


t = 6


t = 7


t = 8


t = 9


t = 10


t = 11


t = 12


t = 13


t = 14


2


°x

0.0640


0.1945


0.3507


0.5165


0.6860


0.8569


1.0283


1.2000


1.3717


1.5435


1.7153


1.8871


2.0590


2.2309
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TABLE 3.2 

Linear Velocity Profile 

Values of ox 
2 for Log Diffusivity Profile 

TIME 

t = 1 

t = 2 

t = 3 

t = 4 

t = 5 

t = 6 

t = 7 

t = 8 

t = 9 

t = 10 

t = 11 

t = 12 

0.0601 

0.1791 

0.3155 

0.4574 

0.6011 

0.7452 

0.8895 

1.0339 

1.1782 

1.3226 

1.4670 

1.6113 
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TABLE 3.3


Linear Velocity Profile


Values of ov
c for Lake Diffusivity Profile


A


TIME *x2


t = 1 0.0660


t = 2 0.2083


t = 3 0.4827


t = 4 0.6820


t = 5 0.7838
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TABLE 3.4


Log Velocity Profile


Values of ax
2


Time 

t = 1


t = 2


t = 3


t = 4


t = 5


t = 6


t = 7


 for Constant Diffusivity


°x2 

0.0318 

0.0918 

0.1628 

0.2379 

0.3145 

0.3916 

0.4691 
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TABLE 3.5


Log Velocity Profile


Values of oJ-


TIME


t = 1


t = 2


t = 3


t = 4


t = 5


t = 6


 for Lake Diffusivity Profile


0.0366


0.1124


0.2068


0.3097


0.4166


0.5253
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TABLE 3.6


Lake Velocity Profile


Values of a 2 for Constant Diffusivity


TIME


t = 1 0.0419


t = 2 0.1168


t = 3 0.2033


t = 4 0.2942


t = 5 0.3868


t = 6 0.4800


t = 7 0.5733


t = 8 0.6684


t = 9 0.7604


t = 10 0.8540


t = 11 0.9476


t = 12 1.0412
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TABLE 3.7


Lake Velocity Profile


Values of a for Lake Diffusivity Profile


TIME


t = 1 0.0429


t = 2 0.1155


t = 3 0.2021


t = 4 0.2946


t = 5 0.3902


t = 6 0.4869
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Velocity

Profi le


Linear 

Linear 

Linear 

Log 

Log 

Lake 

Lake 

TABLE 3.8


Diffusivity

Profile


Constant 

Log 

Lake 

Constant 

Lake 

Constant 

Lake 

a l 

2.5 

2.5 

2.0 

2.0 

1.7 

1.7 

2.0 

Cl 

0.00833 

0.00691 

0.0100 

0.00368 

0.00524 

0.00536 

0.00487 



TABLE . 3.9 

Run 
No. 

Veloci ty 
Profi le 

Diffusivitv 
Profile " 

Dx Dt Dz Vina! Computer time 
in Minutes 

1 Linear Constant 0.0125 0.1 Q.I 14 83 

2 Linear Log 0.0125 0.1 0.1 12 90 

3 Linear Lake 0.0125 0.1 0.1 5 351 

4 Log Constant 0.0125 0.005 0.1 7 191 

5 Log Lake 0.0125 0.005 0.05 6 620 

6 Lake Constant 0.0125 0.002 0.1 12 120 

T Lake Lake 0.0125 0.001 0.1 6 198 
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APPENDIX I


ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF D * FOR THE LINEAR VELOCITY


AND THE LOG DIFFUSIVITY PROFILES


The linear velocity profi le u = z, the log diffusivity profi le, 

Dz = Y~ z(l-z) for 0.03 <_ z £ 0.97 

D, = 0.0175 for 0.00 < z < 0.03 and 0.97 < z < 1.0 

- f1 udz = |f
1 
 z d z = d £ - = 0 . 5 

u = I udz = I 0  h

JO JO


0 (z) is defined (eauation 2.18) as,


^ f  Z (u - u) dz (Al:l)

0


Consider the integral


f (u - u) dz 
J 0 

( 0 . 5 - z ) dz 

0.5 z (1-z)


Substituting in equation (Al:l)


0 U ) = fZ 0.5z(1-z) dz
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We have to divide this integral into three functions as D


varies according to three different conditions.


Let us say


6(2) « G^z) + G2(z) + 63(2)


where


G^z) = 00176 for 0 £ z £ 0.03


and


G-.(z) = 0 otherwise


G2(z) = jj'g z ||~zj = 0.833 for 0.03 <_ z £ 0.97


and G2(z) = 0 otherwise


G3 (z) = °'j> oi75~
Z^ for °'97 -z -] -°


and


Gg (z) = 0 otherwise


Now 0 (z) = f-|(z) + P2(z) + 03(z)


where ^z

#-|(z) = \ G(z) dz for 0 <_ z <̂  0.03


02(z) = fz G(z) dz for 0.03 £ z <_ 0.97

'Z-,


and


0.(z) = \ 6(2) dz for 0.97 1 z £ 1.0

Jzl


Lower limit z, is unknown and is based on the following condition


z, should be such that,


J 0(z) dz = 0


Let us assume 0.03 < z, < 0.97
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then

0.03	 f2l

f G^z) dz - G2(z) dz


Jz 0.03


n

02(z) = - G2(z) dz


z

The -ve sign is due to the change of limits.


0.97

03(z) = f' G2(z) dz + f G3(z) dz (Al:4)


jy.	 /fl Q7
0.97


Thus,

n C'n	  r
^	  0.833 dz


It can be shown that


0,(z) = 0.0124 - 0.833z, + 28.6 (i-~K) (Al:5)


is the solution of the above integral. Similarly equations (Al:3) and


(Al:4) give


02(z) = - 0.833 z1 + 0.833 z	 (Al:6)


and

72 _3


0,(z) = -3.9482 - 0.833 z, + 28.6 (=*• - i- ) (Al :7)


Now, as 0(z) = 0,(z) + 0o(z) + 0o(z)


1	 0.03 0.97 1.0

0(z) dz = f 0,(z) dz + [ P9(z) dz + j Mz)dz


0  ; 0 ' '0.03 L 0.97 "*


Each integral in (Al:8) gives


0.03

J JD1(z) dz = 0.0004987 - 0.025 Z-, (Al :9)


= 0




0.97 

f 09(z) dz = -0.783 z, + 0.3915 (Al:10) 
«^A AO <- »0.03 

1.0 
f 03(z) dz = 0.0246 - 0.025 z] (A l : l l ) 
r0.97 

Thus, 
1 

I 0 (z) dz = 0.0004987 - 0.025 z. 

- 0.783 z1 + 0.3915 

+ 0.0246 - 0.025 z} - 0


Solving this equation


z1 = 0.5


Subst i tu t ing value o f z , i n equations ( A l : 5 ) , (A l :6 ) and ( A l : 7 ) , we get 

72 _3

01 (z) = 0.4289 + 28.6 ( ^ - | - )


02 (z) = - 0.4165 + 0.833 z 

and _2 _3 
03 (z) = -4.3647 + 28.6 ( | - - | _ ) 

Now 
.1 1 

D * = f u{3(z) dz = f z 0 (z) dz 

K J0 
Therefore, 

0.03 0.97 1.0 

D * = f z 0,(z) dz + f z 0?(z) dz +f z0,(z) dz 
x  5 ' 0  . ' ^0.03 ^0.97

By substituting values of 0, (z ) , P2(z) anC' ^3^z) an(i' solving the above 

equation, 

D * = 0.0676 
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APPENDIX II


THE TIME DEPENDENCE OF


The basic approach is based on that given by Aris (Ref. 1).


Starting with equation


If + u f - 51 »z i ^ <M:1>

the functions ¥ and v are introduced as 

|C t u [ 1 + l ] | | . ffz|_ U | | ] ( f l 2 ; 2 ) 

where u is the average value of u across the layer, v is a measure of


the deviation of the local velocity from the average, D" is the average


value of D2 across the layer, and ty = D /D*z. By definition


J- I v dz = 0 and i l n> dz = 1.
h Jo  h J o

If a downstream coordinate, x1 = x - ut, is introduced, (A2:2) becomes


|C + v M . o2 _| h | ^ (A 2 : 3)

9X


Introducing the non-dimensional variables


x* = xft, z* = z/h, t* = V ( h / U m a x ) ,
 v* = V/Umax'


(A2:3) becomes


z az* ^
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where h is the layer th ickness, Umav i s the maximum absolute d i f fe rence 

in a l l values taken on by v over h, and I) * = D/ChU ) . The * in 
z z max 

equation (P2:4)will be dropped to simplify notation in the remaining 

development. Now introduce 
CO 

C0(z) = J C(x,z) dz 

where C (z) is the solute in the plane at level z. Then (A2:4) becomes 

r> 

if" IT («:5) 

z 
I f (A2:5) is solved subject to the boundary conditions 

aco 
"Tz * 0 (A2:6) 

z=0,l


which results from similar conditions on C, the solution is


CQ = AQ + i A. 0. e ̂ i V (A2:7)


where a. and 0. are the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions


of the Strum-Liouville problem resulting from (A2:5) and (A2:6). The


A. are determined by the initial distribution of C .


Next introduce into (A2:4)

CO 

-j (z) = j x C(x,z) dz 

where C,(z) is the f i r s  t moment of the distribution of C in the x 

direction. Assuming C ->• 0 sufficiently rapidly with x, (A2:4) becomes 

-51" • v C o +  ° 2 a l < T 5 - >  < A 2 : 8 ' 

(A2:8) is to be solved subject to the boundary conditions 
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SF z=O,l 
= o


which again results from the similar conditions on C. The complimentary


function for the homogeneous part of (A2:8) is


C1C = Bo Bi 0i (A2:9)


A particular integral of ^2:8) of the form


C1P = fO + E 1 z fi (A2:10)
e ' ° 


is sought. Substituting (A2:7) and (A2:10) into (A2:8) gives


v AQ + v EAi 0i e" "i


§ 2
J  vyz dz  dz 

d dfi

Si


The f. are thus determined by the relations


°Zdi 
d f i 

ai Dz fi (A2:12) 

where the f. must satisfy 

= 0 
dz 

z = 0,1


The solution for C-. is then


Cl = C1C + Clp (A2:13)
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and the B. in (A2:9) are determined by the in i t i a l condition on C,. 

An equation for Cp(z) = f°° x C(x,z) dx 

can similarly be obtained from (A2:4), The result is 

! ^ 2 - 2 vC1 + \ - ± (*-^| ) (A2:14) 

The f i r s t and second moments of the total distribution, M-, and f i , , can 

be obtained from C, and C~ by integrating over the layer. Thus, 

r1 f • r1 

M. = I  x 1 C dx dz = Ci dz (A2:15) 
Jo J-» Jo 

Thus, for i = 1, (A2:15) gives 

MI =  ( B O + d z + z e aiDzt f c B i 0 i +  f i ) d z
r  v ~

(A2:16)


For i = 2, from (A2:15)


dM2 >1 9C2

dt~ L It


1

vC, dz


v (B +  f 0 ) dz 

1 

+ E e'^iV f v(B. p. + f.) dz (A2:17)

0


The effective dispersion coefficient in the x direction is given by
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2 K  e 
2 

) (A2:18) 

2

(A2:16) and (A2:17) in connection with (A2:18), show that ^—approaches


a constant value exponentially with exponent - a-.D *t, where a, is the


smallest eigen value from the solution of (A2:5) and (A2:6). This is


the basis for equation t, = ——— .


<"lDz

It can be seen in the development that the a. are independent of


the velocity profile. The velocity affects the rate of approach of K


to a constant only through the integrals in (A2:16) and (A2:17) which


are the coefficients of the exponential terms. In this sense, the


velocity profile has a secondary effect on the approach to constant K


in comparison with the vertical diffusivity profile, which directly


influences the a..
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF A FORMULA GIVEN BY CSANADY
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1

DIMENSION U(210)fAIl(210)fDl(210)»


 ZC210),AI2(21C),AAI2(210)


DZ=0.0C5


DO 700 K=2,202


RK = K


Z(K1={PK-2.)*DZ


U(K)=Z(K)


7CC CONTINUE


DO 800 K=2»202


Dl(K)=0.1


800 CONTINUE


UAVG=C.O


DC 501 K=2,201


501 UAVG=DZ/2.O*(U(K)+U(K+1)J+UAVG


PRINT 145, UAVG


1*5 FORMAT (6H UAVG=,F15.8)


AI1(2)=O.C


DC 503 K=3»202


AI1(K)={2*UAVG-(U(K)+U{K-1)))*DZ/2.C+AI1{K-1)


PRINT lA6t K,AI1(K)


146 FORMAT {' AI1C»I3,•)=•,F15-8)


503 CONTINUE


Zl=0.0


Z1?=O.C
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JU=O


504 Z11=Z13


505 DO 506 K=2,202


IDZl=ABS(Z(K)-Zl)/DZ+2


DZ1=Z(K)-Z1


IF U D Z 1 - 2 ) 5C7,507t506


507 IF (021-0.0) 508,509,506


5C8 AI1(Z1)=AI1(K)+{AI1(K+1)-AI1{K))/DZ*(Zl-Z(K)


D1(Z1)=D1(K)+CD1(K+1)-D1(K))/DZ*{Zl-Z(K))


L = K


PRINT 15 5,L


155 FORMAT (3H L=,I3)


PRINT 151» Z1,AI1(Z1)


151 FORMAT (• Allt»,F15.8,«)=',F15.8)


GG TO 506


509 AI1(Z1)=AI1(K)


D1(Z1)=C1(K)


L=K


PRINT .152,L


152 FORMAT (3H L=»I3)


5C6 CONTINUE


DC 510 K=2t202


IDZl=AeS(Z(K)-Zl)/DZ+2


DZ1=Z(K)-Z1
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IF ( D Z 1 - 0 . 0 ) 5 1 1 , 5 1 2 , 5 1 3 

511 S 6 = 0 . 0 

LZ=L-1 

DO 514 N=K,LZ 

IF ( l - K ) 5 5 1 , 5 5 1 , 5 1 4 

514 S 6 = D Z / 2 . O * ( A I 1 { N ) / D 1 ( N ) + A I 1 ( N + 1 ) / D 1 ( N + 1 ) ) + S 6 

551 RK=(L-2J*DZ 

A I 2 ( K ) = - ( ( Z 1 - R K ) / 2 . O * ( A I 1 { Z 1 ) / D H Z 1 ) 

1 + A I M L ) / C 1 ( U ) + S6) 

PRINT 1 5 3 , K,AI2(K» 

153 FORMAT (• A I 2 { ' , 1 3 , • ) =  * ? F 1 5 . 8 ) 

GO TO 510 

512 A I 2 l K ) = 0 . C 

GC TO 510 

513 S 7 = 0 . 0 

NZ=L+2 

IF (NZ-K) 5 3 1 , 5 3 1 , 5 3 0 

531 DO 515 I=NZ,K 

515 S7=S7 + C Z / 2 . O * ( A I 1 ( I J / D 1 ( I ) + A I 1 ( I - l l / D l t I—1)) 

530 SK=(L-1)*DZ 

A I 2 { K ) = S 7 + ( S K - Z 1 ) / 2 . O * { A I 1 { Z 1 ) / D 1 ( Z l ) 

1 • A I K L t l J / O U L + l J ] 

PRINT 1 5 4 , K , A I 2 ( K ) 

154 FORMAT (• A I 2 ( • , 1 3 , « ) = • , F 1 5 . 8 ) 
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510 CCNTINLE


S2=C.O


S3=0.0


DO 516 K=3,201,2


516 S2=S2+AI2(K)


DC 616 K=4,200,2


616 S3=S3+£I2(K>


S2=DZ/3.0*(AI2(2)+AI2(202)+4*S2+2*S3)


IF (ABS(S2)-O.OC1) 517,517,518


518 PRINT 90CZ1.S2 

900 FORMAT (5H 1Z1=,F15.8,/5H 1S2=,F15.8)


JU=JU+1


IF (JU-1) 519,519,520


519 Zl=0.3^


Z11=O.C


S1 = S2


GO TO 505


520 Z12=Z1


Z13=Z1


Z1=Z12-<S2/(S2-S1))*IZ12-Z11)


IF (Zl-O.O) 521,521,522


521 Zl=Z12+0.1 

522 IF (Zl-l.O) 532,532,561


561 Zl=Z12+0.1
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IF ( Z 1 2 . G T . 1 . I GO TO 541 

532 S1=S2 

GO TO 504 

517 IF ( S 2 - 0 . 0 0 1 518 ,612 ,612 

612 PRINT 1O2,S2,Z1 

102 FORMATUH S2= , F 1 5. 8 , /AH Z1= ,F15 ,8 ) 

S4=0.0 

DO 523 K = 2 , 2 0 1 

5 23 S 4 = D Z / 2 . 0 * ( U ( K ) * A I 2 { K ) + U ( K + l ) * A I 2 { K + l ) ) + S 4 

EK=S4 

PRINT 103, EK 

1C3 FORMAT (4H EK=,F15.8) 

GO TO 600 

541 PRINT 104, Zl


1C4 FORMAT (5H ZNC=,F15.8)


600 STOP


END
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Criteria for the Use of Vertical Averaging in


Environmental Dispersion Models
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The Cleveland State University

Cleveland, Ohio 44115


Vertical averaging, or averaging in a plane perpendicular to the mean flow,


in environmental dispersion problems is desirable from the standpoint of


efficiency of computer solution. This paper presents a method, based on


computer solution of a model transport problem, for estimating when cross-plane


averaging is appropriate. The method is applied to four examples representing


typical lakes, rivers, estuaries and the atmosphere, respectively. The results


are correlated in terms of a characteristic length, velocity and turbulent diffu


sivity, and two dimensionless parameters that depend on the velocity and vertical


diffusivity profiles* It is shown that these parameters vary over a relatively


small range for the variety of examples that are considered.




I, Introduction


Dispersion modeling in natural waters is an important aspect of the


development of strategies to provide a desired water quality in a given area.


Dispersion models are often designed for finite difference solution. The


computer time required to obtain a solution increases significantly with each


added space dimension. In situations where distance in one or more space


directions is small relative to distance in the other directions, the dimen


sions having the short distances are often eliminated by cross plane averaging.


The effect of these averaged out directions is retained in effective dispersion


coefficients parallel to the remaining directions. This approach is strictly


valid only after an initial period of dispersion has taken place and can lead


to serious error when inappropriately applied. The purpose of this paper is


to estimate the length of this initial period. A further purpose is to estimate


the effective dispersion coefficient which replaces transport in the averaged-


out direction. The approach is illustrated by application to flows representing


a typical large lake, a river and an estuary, respectively, An example using a


typical wind profile is also included for comparison.


II. Background and Problem Formulation


Taylor^ ' did pioneering work in the description of dispersion in systems


where the space dimensionality can be reduced by averaging in planes or direc


tions perpendicular to the mean flow direction. He investigated theoretically


and experimentally the transport of solute by laminar flow in a tube of circular


cross-section. He identified two phases of transport. The first, extending


from the point of introduction of the solute to some distance downstream, is




characterized by significant cross-plane variations in concentration of solute


and an increasing rate of dispersion in the downstream direction of the solute


cloud taken as a whole. The second phase begins after a sufficient time so that


the cross-plane variations have become small. Taylor showed that the cross-


plane averaged concentration in this second regime approaches a Gaussian distri


bution in the downstream direction* The center of gravity of the cloud moves


downstream with the speed of the cross-plane averaged velocity and the further


spread of the cloud parallel to the flow can be described by an effective downstream


diffusion coefficient acting on the cross-plane averaged concentration. This


effective downstream diffusion coefficient depends on the cross-plane shear of


the downstream velocity, and the cross-plane diffusion coefficient.


All of the basic concepts for developing criteria for the use of cross-


plane averaging in dispersion models are embodied in Taylor1s paper. To


sumnarize, he has shown that: (1) cross-plane averaging is a theoretically


sound treatment of dispersion problems, provided that the solute cloud has


entered the second phase of transport; (2) the effective dispersion coefficient


in the second phase is related to cross-plane velocity shear and cross-plane


diffusion; and (3) the extent of the first phase of transport (in time and dis


tance) depends on the magnitude of the maximum downstream velocity, the magnitude


of the cross-plane diffusion and the dimension(s) of the cross-plane.


2


Aris generalized Taylor's results to parallel flows where the cross-


section, velocity and cross-plane diffusivity profiles, and initial solute


concentration distribution are arbitrary. He did this mathematically by derivina


and solving equations for the moments of the concentration distribution. Aris1


introduction of the moment method has proven very useful in the application of


Taylor's concepts to environmental situations.




It is apparent from Taylor's analysis that the determination of when the


use of cross-plane averaging becomes appropriate is equivalent to finding the


time and distance over which the first phase of transport persists. For prac


tical purposes, this first phase of transport will be defined as extending over


the period of significant variation of the effective downstream dispersion co


efficient. It will be demonstrated later in the numerical results that by the


time this coefficient has reached essentially a constant value, the cross-plane


variations in concentration have become well relaxed. Although the approach


to true normality of the concentration distribution is much slower, as Aris2


has pointed out, the error introduced in a computation by taking the definition


of the extent of the first phase of transport as given above is not expected to


be great for practical purposes.


The determination of the extent of the first phase of transport is


approached through the model transport equation for a finite layer


9C / \ SC 8 r SC i


it" u(kZ^ "ax" " Jz ^ z aT •• ^ '


where C is the concentration of transported material, u(z) is the vertical


velocity profile of the x-direction velocity, D (z) is the vertical diffusivity


profile, x is the downstream coordinate and z is a coordinate in the cross


stream direction. (1) is to be solved subject to the initial condition


(x-J25 h)
2


C(x,z,O) « e "  ^ 2 (2)


and the boundary conditions 

DZ 8Z 
(3)


0,h




where "a11 is a parameter and h is the thickness of the layer. By picking "a"


small, the initial condition approximates a delta function input. (3) indicates


that C is confined within the finite layer.


Using the dimensioniess variables


X 
X * = h 

z* = 2 
h 

u* = u 

max 

t * = t 
h/U 

Dz v- h" U 

where U , is the magnitude of the difference between the maximum and minimum

IuaX


velocities occurring in u(z), then (1) - (3) become


f + u* <*> & - £ £°*z §* 3

C(x*, z*. 0) = e-(**-.125)2/4a (2a)


D*z fi* = 0 (3a)

0,1


In applying (la) - (3a), the direction x is normally picked to maximize


the variation in velocity u(z) over the range 0 <_ z <_ h if the flow is not


parallel across the layer. Diffusion in the x direction is not included since


it is usually negligible compared with convection. The evolution of an initial




finite amount of material is studied rather than using a continuous source so


that the effective downstream dispersion coefficient may be studied in terms of


the growth rate of z o> ^he x direction variance of C.


The general approach is to solve (la) for the u(z) and D (z) profile of


interest in an environmental application. From the solution, C(x,z,t), z 2


can be calculated as a function of time. The approach of z 2 to a growth

A


rate linear in time reveals the extent of phase I transport. A check of the


vertical variation remaining in C(x,z,t) when *2 becomes constant then

dt


gives some evaluation of the appropriateness of cross-plane averaging using


this criterion.


It is shown in Appendix I that, based on (la), the approach of x^


to a constant value is exponential with exponent - a^ D"*t*, where a-j


is generally the smallest eigenvalue in a certain Sturm-Liouville problem, and


U * is the mean non-dimensional cross-plane diffusion, a-, can be estimated


from the numerical solution of (la) - (3a). Dimensional time, t., to reach


phase II transport thus scales as


t, = -i^— (4)


When phase II is reached, the z direction can be replaced by an effective dis


persion coefficient in the x direction, K . This, be definition, is


K (5)
x dt

t •*


and can be evaluated from the solution for C in (1) - (3). A more direct

3


approach is to compute K by the method given by Csanady ,




d z


where


0 (z) - 0 dz n*
 (u
 _ 

u
\ ^ T ^ \  • dz (7)

z,

1


is the z-averaged velocity and z-, is chosen to make


t 0 (z) dz = 0 (8)

o


If equations (6) - (8) are non-dimensionalized as above, it can be seen that


2 2

K^ = C1

 h U max


where C-, is determined from the evaluation of (6) - (8) in dimensionless form


with D*2 = 1.


Several examples demonstrating the use of equations (la) - (3a), (4) and


(6) - (8) are given in section III. In these examples, equations (la) - (3a)


have been solved numerically. In the finite-difference approximation to (la),


the diffusion term


az* lLz az* j


has been approximated by a central difference approximation. The combined


unsteady and convective terms,


at* * u* (z) ax*
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4 5
have been approximated using a scheme given by Fromm * . The scheme possesses


very low numerical dispersion. Details of the computational scheme are avail


able elsewhere . The evaluation of 1<L from equations (6) - (8) is accomplished


by a numerical integration of these equations in dimensionless form for given


u(z) and Dz(z) profiles. The trapezoidal rule was used to approximate the


integrals* The answer for Y^ should be the same as that determined more indirectly


from the solution of (la) - (3a). Comparison of K obtained by the two methods


provides a check on the accuracy of the computational schemes.


Prediction of the extent of phase I transport in environmental applications

7 8


seems to have been quite limited. Fischer 9 has done the most extensive work.


In considering flow in rivers and channels he reasoned that the time needed to


reach the "diffusive" period, or phase II, would be given by the Lagrangian


time scale for the flow. In developing this idea, and using data for flow in


channels, he arrived at the criterion

I3


t = l#8  - — (10)

r U*


where 1 is the distance from maximum surface velocity to the nearest shore


point, r is the hydraulic radius and U* is the friction velocity. One of the


criteria used by Fischer to define the beginning of the "diffusive11 period was


the approach to constancy of z 2 which is the criterion used here. Taking


D = .23 dU* for channels and rivers, where d is the local depth, then (10)


becomes


-,2

t = 1.8 • (11)


r D /.23d




Using a mean value for Dz and assuming r = d, then (11) becomes


t = .41 12/D"Z (12)


9

Saffman , for atmospheric dispersion beneath an inversion layer, gives


t » — _ _

2 D


as a criterion for phase II transport. (12) and (13) are both in the form of


equation (4). While (13) may be a safe prediction in most cases of atmospheric


transport, the aim of the approach here is to define a-,, and thus the time of


phase I transport, more sharply.


Many more investigations have considered the evaluation of K in environ

10 9


mental situations. A sampling of these are Elder for channel flow, Saffman

n 7 8


for atmospheric dispersion, Thackston and Krenkel and Fischer * for disper

sion in streams, and Bowden12 for flow in estuaries and coastal waters. Some

of these will be referred to again in section III.


Fiering and Yotsukura solved equation (la) by a finite-difference tech


nique. However, their numerical scheme was completely different. Moreover,


they were interested in finding the shape of the downstream concentration dis


tribution as a function of time. They used only one vertical diffusivity and


velocity profile, whereas in this investigation it is the effect of varying Dz


and u on ou and C-, which is of interest.


III. Results


A. Lakes


A velocity profile, u*(z*), for use in (la), typical of wind driven currents

14
in a shallow constant depth lake was taken from the results of Gedney . The


profile is given in Table 1.
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TABLE 1


u*(z*) for wind driven currents in a shallow constant depth lake


z* u*(z*)


1.0 .777 

.9 .452 

.8 .227 

.7 -.066 

.6 -.111 

.5 -.161 

.4 -.201 

.3 -.223 

.2 - .178 

.1 -.111 

0 0 

= D * = 0.1 was used. 

Figure 1 shows the concentration profile vs x* at z* = .5 for t* =1,2


and 6. The spreading out in the x* direction due to the velocity shear is


apparent. Also, the profile is losing its skewness and is gradually approaching


a normal distribution. Figure 2 shows concentration vs. z*, at an x* where the


concentration is a maximum, for t* z 1, 2 and 6. The profile has become quite


flat by the time t* = 6. Figure 3 shows E* 2 vs t*. For t* >_ 3, z* 2 grows

A A
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linearly with t*. Evaluating K* from the dimension!ess form of equation (5)

d£* 2
and the slope, x , from Figure 3 gives K * = .0527. The evaluation of K *

"W" x x


from the dimensionless form of (6) - (8) gives K * = .0536, confirming the


accuracy of the computations. The use of these results in modeling pollution


dispersion in the western basin of Lake Erie will now be illustrated. Since t,*


= 3 is the approximate transition point from phase I to phase II transport, then

al ^ z * = "^ and since ^z* = ^ in ^is c a s e> °h = 3.3. Galloway


found in modeling dispersion in the western basin of Lake Erie that D = 5

2


cm /sec marked approximately the dividing value for D in terms of whether


or not a vertically averaged dispersion model yielded results in agreement


with a full three-dimensional model. The velocity profile given in Table


1 is typical of the velocity distribution used in the model over much of the

2


western basin. When D_, = 50 cm /s was used, there was essentially no difference

in the answers from the vertically integrated model and the three-dimensional


o


model. When Dz = .5 cm /s, there were significant differences in the answers

o


from the two models. D = 5 cm /s produced answers that were slightly different

in the two cases. Reference quantities for the western basin of Lake Erie are


2

h = 750 cm and U _ = 30 cm/s. For D, = 50, 5 and .5 cm /s, the predicted time
max z


limits for phase I transport, from Equation (4), are .95, 9.5, and 95 hours,


respectively, with corresponding length scales, based on the reference velocity

Umax  , of 1, 10, and 100 km. The western basin dispersion computations were


performed using a finite difference grid size in the horizontal directions of


3.2 km. Based on the above predicted limits for phase I transport, it would
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therefore be expected that vertical averaging would be a good approximation

2


to the three-dimensional calculations for D = 50 cm /s, a fair approximation

2 ?


for D = 5 cm /s and a poor approximation for D = .5 cm/s. As indicated

above, this, in fact, was the case.


The calculated value for K from equation (9)* corresponding to D =


5 cm/s, is 6 * 10 cm/s. This is comparable to the value reported by Murthy


for the "horizontal diffusivity11 in Lake Ontario for a length scale of 10 km.


It bears re-emphasizing, however, that K results from vertical shear of the


horizontal velocity and is therefore directionally dependent. In vertically


averaged dispersion models for large bodies of water it is not, strictly


speaking, correct to use a single typical value for the horizontal diffusivity


in all directions. Rather, an effective dispersion coefficient should be cal


culated for each coordinate direction. In a large lake calculation these


coefficients will quite likely vary from point to point. Since these variations


are automatically included in a three-dimensional calculation by the horizontal


convective terms and the vertical diffusion term, it may be more efficient in


some cases to use a three-dimensional model even if vertical averaging is


appropriate.


B. Rivers


Natural rivers are typically much wider than they are deep. Thus z, in


equation (1), is in the direction across the river, and x is downstream dis


tance. It is assumed that there is negligible concentration variation with


depth. u(z) is now the vertically averaged velocity profile across the river.


D (z) is the cross-river diffusivity profile and includes depth variation as a
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weighting factor to account for the variable cross-stream transport area. u(z)


and D (z) were picked to approximate a river studied by Fischer . In dimension-

z


less form, they are


u*(z*) = 32 [z*(l - z*)]2'5


and


D * (z*) = .251 [z* (1-z*) I'5 + .005


Thus Dz* = 0.1.


Figure 4 shows the approach to normality of the downstream concentration


distribution. It should be noted that the x* scale is different for t* = 3.5 and


7.5. Figure 5 indicates that by t* =3.5, cross-river concentration variations


have become quite small.	 Figure 6 shows that by t* = 2, E*? has approached

x


an approximately linear growth rate. Thus


a D*  1
al U z = 2


and	 c

Ct-i = D


Therefore,	 9


is the prediction for this river. Assuming 1 = «• in equation (12), then Fischerfs


time for phase I transport, based on his measurements, is


t, = .1 ^	 (15)


The factor of two difference between (14) and (15) is considered to be negligible


due to the degree of arbitrariness in defining the end of phase I, and also the


approximations made in obtaining (15) from (10).
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The value of K * from the slope of Figure 6 is .032. This is sufficiently

A


close to the more accurate value of .030 obtained from the dimensioniess fonn


of equation(6). If D"z - .23 u* cf, as suggested by Fischer, where u* is the


friction velocity and has the typical value of 9.9 cm/s for channel flow, and


d is the mean depth, then t-. and K can be calculated for various rivers. In

t x 

Fischer's example, d" ~ 81 cm, h - 1800 cm and I) - 82 cm/s. Thus F = 184 
max z


cm2/s.

2 2


Then, from equation (9), K = (.030*.!) h Umax = 3.6* 105 cm2/s


The factor .1 must be included because the value of  K * = .030 was obtained


using Dz* = .1 instead of 1. Fischer calculated the value of 2.1 x 10

2


cm /s from the actual profile data. The time for phase I transport, from

equation (14), is .98 hr, corresponding to a distance of 2.9 km based on U


max


C. The Atmosphere


The case considered here is for material confined between ground level and


some finite height, h, due to the presence of an inversion, z in equation (1)


is distance measured above ground level, and x is downwind distance from the


point of release of dispersing material. Following an example given by Saffman9 ,


a power law wind profile was used for u(z), and D (z) v/as determined from the


Reynolds analogy. In dimensioniess form, they are


u*(z*) = z*'143


and

Dz*(z*) = .186 z*-857
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so that again D * = 0.1.


Figure 7 shows the gradual approach to normality of the downwind concen


tration distribution. Note that the x* scale is different for the t* - 4.5


case. Figure 8 shows that the variation of concentration over most of the


layer is quite small by t* = 4.5, although a significant variation of concen


tration is still apparent from z* = 0 to z* - .2. Figure 9 indicates that £ * 2


has approached a linear growth rate by t* = 4. Thus,


and

a-, = 2.5


Therefore the time bound on phase I transport in this case is


2.5 Dz


Thus, Saffman's general criterion given in equation (13)

2


t » % (13)

2 D  Z


is seen to predict a time which is too large for most practical applications.


Of course, the constant in equation (16) depends on the Dz(z) profile, and to


a lesser extent on the u(z) profile.


The value of K * from the slope of Figure 9 is .022. This is somewhat
x


higher than the more accurate value of .0145 from the dimensionless form of


equation (6). The difference is thought to result from too large a grid size


used in the solution of equations (la) - (3a) for this example, which was more


x 
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demanding numerically than the other examples* A significant improvement was


noted as the grid in the z direction was halved* but computer limitations pre


vented a further refinement. Based on K * = .0145,

/\


2 2 
Kx = .0145 * .1 * h U max 

D z 

2 2 
= .00145 * h U max 

D z


D.	 Estuaries


A combined logarithmic - parabolic velocity profile is chosen to represent


a tidal current. According to Bowden , this agrees with some observations of


tidal currents. In dimensionless form the velocity profile is


u* = 0, 0 £ z* < .01


u* = (4.62 + In z* - z*)/4.40, .01 £ z* < .2


u* = [5.00 (z* - ~z* 2 ) + 1.89]/4.405 .2 £ z* ̂  1


The corresponding vertical diffusivity profile, based on Reynolds analogy, is


D*z « .556 z*, 0 £ z* < .2


D*z = ,111, .2 ̂  z* < 1


Thus,


D*z = -1 again.


http:z*)/4.40
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As in previous examples, Figures 10 and 11 show the developing horizontal


and vertical concentration profiles, respectively, and Figure 12 shows z* 2


vs t*. The approach of E*X2 to a linear growth rate in time is the least


sharp of any of the examples. Using Figure 11 in conjunction with Figure 12,


t* is estimated to be 5 in order to have reached the end of phase I transport.


Even at t* = 5, Figure 11 indicates a variation in concentration from top to


bottom by a factor of more than five. Taking t* = 55


and a. = 2


Therefore, .2

t, = J L - (17)


1
 2 Dz


From the dimensionless form of equation (6), K* = .0372 for D* = .1, giving


2 2

Kx = .00372 * h U max


It should be emphasized that K in equation (18) does not take into account


A


tidal oscillations. Using typical values for estuaries of h = 2000 cm and D"z =

2


10 cm /s in equation (17) gives t-, = 56 hr. t^ thus extends over four


12 hr periods of tidal oscillations. This indicates that methods of calculating


K for estuaries based on assuming phase II transport is in effect, such as


presented by Bowden^, are not strictly valid for time scales less than about


2 days. For shorter times, the vertical diffusion of material must also be


taken into account.
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IV. Discussion


In all the examples presented in section III, the approach of K to a


constant value coincides reasonably well with the approach of C to uniformity


in the cross-plane direction. This is in agreement with the predictions of


Aris and the development in the Appendix. The use of the criterion, K ->


constant, in connection with the solution of the model equations (1) - (3),


to mark the beginning of phase II transport was demonstrated to be satisfactory


in two ways. First, it was shown to give the correct prediction for the time


and length scales beyond which cross-plane averaging was appropriate for dis


persion calculations in the western basin of Lake Erie15 . Second, it corres

o


ponded well with dispersion measurements made in a river . The fact that cross-


plane concentration differences are largely damped out when Kx is approximately


constant justifies calculation of other phenomena, e.g., chemical reactions,


based on homogeneity in the cross-plane direction during this stage of transport,


The profiles for u(z) and D (z) in the examples of section III are thought


to represent a wide range of flows in the environment. Table 2 summarizes the


results for these examples.


TABLE 2


al


Lake 3.3 .00527 
River 5 .0030 
Atmosphere 2.5 .00145 
Estuary 2 .0037 

h2 2
u

max
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In estimating t. and Kx, cu and C-, are the only parameters that depend on the


shape of the profiles for D and u. From Table 2, ou varies by a factor of


only 2.5 over the profiles studied. C, varies by less than a factor of 4.


(C-| for estuaries in Table 2 does not take into account current oscillations).


Thus t-j and Kx can be well estimated from these results for a wide range of


cases of practical interest. Only for situations where D (z) and u(z) are


significantly different from any of the examples given would it be expected


that ai and C-, would vary greatly from the range in Table 2. The major con


tribution to the difference in t1 and K from one example to the next is in the


variation of h, U and D".


The fact that U v appears to the second power in the expression for K
max x


in Table 2 indicates the wide variation to be expected in the effective hori


zontal dispersion coefficients in the directions parallel and transverse,


respectively, to the main flow. Such variation has, of course, been noted in


many investigations. Care must be exercised, then, to use the proper effective


dispersion coefficient in each horizontal direction when cross-plane averaging


is used.


V. Conclusions


The following conclusions can be drawn from the work presented here.


(1) The arrival of KY to a constant value, as determined by the solution of


the model given in equations (1) - (3) for suitably defined u(z) and D2(z),


appears to be a practical criterion for the use of cross-plane averaging.
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(2) t,, the time for phase I transport, scales as


,2


and K , the effective dispersion coefficient, scales as


 max
_ r


D
z


(3) a1 varies by a factor of 2.5 and C-, varies by a factor of less than 4


within the range of D and u profiles studied.


(4) a., and thus the time for phase I transport, is mainly dependent on D2(z)


and is only weakly affected by u(z) (see Appendix 1).
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NOTATION


a parameter defined in equation (2), dimensionless


3

C concentration, mass/length

C-. evaluated from dimensionless form of equation (6) with D* = 1,


dimensionless

2


D vertical diffusivity, length /time


d local river depth, length


h layer thickness, length


2

K effective dispersion coefficient in x direction, length /time

1 distance from maximum surface velocity to nearest shore point


of river, length


r hydraulic radius, length


t time


Umax reference velocity taken to be magnitude of the difference

between maximum and minimum velocities across the layer,

length/time


U* friction velocity, length/time


u velocity in x direction, length/time


x downstream distance, length


z cross plane distance, length


a-, smallest eigenvalue of Sturm-Liouville problem defined in

Appendix 1, dimensionless


$ function of z defined by equations (7) and (8), length


2

z 2 * direction variance of C distribution, length


SYMBOLS


superscript indicating dimensionless quantities, except when

used for U*


superscript indicating cross plane averaged quantities
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Appendix 1


The time dependence of .,


The basic approach is based on that given by Aris . Starting with equation (1),


the functions y and v are introduced as


IF
 + u [1 + if] IT = \ w C*  H ] (A2)


where U is the average value of u across the layer, v is a measure of the


deviation of the local velocity from the average, D* is the average value of


Dz across the layer, and y = D /C_. By definition,


T-\ vdz = 0 and r- \ Y dz - 1.


If a downstream coordinate, x1 = x - lit, is introduced, (A2) becomes


Introducing the non-dimensional variables 

x* = x7h , z* = z/h, t* = t / (h/Um a x) , v* = v/Umax> 

(A3) becomes 

f* + v*§* -ffi sK <* f•' (A4)


where h is the layer thickness, U ,, is the maximum absolute difference in all

max 
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values taken on by v over h, and D* = D/(h Uma ). The * in equation (A4)


will be dropped to simplify notation in the remaining development. Now intro


duce


co(z ) = J c(x a )dx

— CO


where C (z ) is the solute in the plane at level z . Then (A4) becomes


1_ ° = _JL r. ICQ -] /A5\

D
z


If (A5) is solved subject to the boundary conditions


Y  — — = 0 (A6)

sz


z = O J


which result from similar conditions on C, the solution is


CQ = AQ + zAi(j>i e T z ^


v/here a- and <j>. are the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions of the 

Sturm-Liouville problem resulting from (A5) and (A6). The A. are determined 

by the in i t ia l distribution of C . 

Next introduce into (A4) 

Cn(z) = \ x C(x,z) dx 

v/here C-,(z) is the f i r s t moment of the distribution of C in the x direction. 

Assuming C •* 0 sufficiently rapidly with x, (A4) becomes 

9 L i = v r + 7T — ( L ) (hk) 
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(A8) is to be solved subject to the boundary conditions


3C
 1 = 0


z=0,l


which again results from the similar conditions on C. The complimentary


function for the homogeneous part of (A8) is


>. e (A9)


A particular integral of (A8) of the form


Clp = f o fi (A10)


is sought. Substituting (A7) and (Aid) into (A8) gives


-a,D_t -a.D t

f.	 = v A + v i A.<j>.< 1 z


1 0 11


z dz	 KW dz (All)


-o. D,t df.


(• -a?


The f. are thus determined by the relations


A df


z dz * dz ^ o*


D
df-l (A12)
z df ai Dz fi " v Ai


where the f. must satisfy


dz = 0


z = 0,1
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S°


The solution for C-, is then


Cl = Clc + Clp


and the B- in (A9) are determined by the initial condition on C-,.


° 2
x C(x,z) dx can similarly be obtained from


(A4K The result is


_ 

The f i r s t and second moments of the total d is t r ibu t ion, M, and NL» can be ob 

tained from C-, and C2 by integrating over the layer. Thus, 

M 1 c dxdz i = So l o o x 

C. dz (A15)


Thus, for i = 1, (A15) gives


M  =  1 Zl 0 ( B Q + f  Q ) dz + E e  J ( B . ^ + f . J d z (A16 ) 

For i = 2, from (A15)


^ t ^ 2 dz 
dt JQ 3t 
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.1 

2 v C1 dz 
•


0 

•I 2V (Bo + fQ) dz 

- a . D t 
+ ze n z V 2 v (B.A. + f . ) dz (A17) 

°0 

The effective dispersion coefficient in the x direction, as defined by


equation (5) in the text, is thus given by


2K = a ;c x 2


dt


h2 dM9 dM-.2 

dS 2 

(A16) and (A17), in connection with (A18), show that .̂x approaches a constant 

value exponentially vnth exponent - cu F* t * , where a, is the smallest eigen

value from the solution of (A5) and (A6). This is the basis for equation (4) 

in the text . 

I t can be seen in the development that the a. are independent of the velocity 

prof i le . The velocity affects the rate of approach of K to a constant only 

through the integrals in (A16) and (A17) which are the coefficients of the ex

ponential terms. In this sense, the velocity pro f i le has a secondary effect on 

the approach to constant Kx in comparison with the vert ical d i f fus iv i t y p ro f i l e , 

which direct ly influences the a-. 
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Concentration profiles vs. Z*
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FIGURE 3 
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ABSTRACT


A basic question in developing a dispersion model is when can


vertical averaging be used to reduce the dimensionality of the


problem, thus resulting in considerable savings of computer time.


A model problem involving horizontal convection and vertical diffusion


is solved on the computer to establish criteria for vertical averaging.


Different combinations of vertical profiles of velocity and diffusivity


were used. The arrival of the horizontal direction variance of the


concentration distribution to a linear time dependence was found to


be a suitable criterion for the use of vertical averaging.


Effective horizontal dispersion coefficients (Ke), for use after


vertical averaging, were computed from the results of the model problem


and also from a formula given by Csanady. Both methods gave good agree


ment for the values of Ke,


It is shown that the time to reach the condition for vertical aver


aging correlates as t-̂  = h^/CajIJ^), while Ke = (Cjh^U^) /Dz, where h is


depth, D2 is average vertical diffusivity, U is a characteristic velocity


and a^ and C]_ depend on profiles used. Over the range of profiles studied,


a^ varied by a factor less than 1.5 and Ci by a factor less than 3.0.


Predicted values of Ke as a function of horizontal length scale are


in good agreement with measured horizontal dispersion coefficients from


dye release studies in Lake Ontario. The mechanism involving vertical


shear of velocity and vertical diffusion may therefore be as iinportant


as horizontal turbulence, or more so, in producing horizontal dispersion.




INTRODUCTION


The transport of a dilute, dissolved, conserved pollutant is


described by


3t 3x 3y 3z y


where C is concentration, t is time, x and y are considered to be


horizontal space coordinates, z is the vertical space coordinate,


u, v and w are velocities in the directions x, y and z, and D is


the molecular diffusivity. The finite difference solution of (1)


is very costly in terms of computer time due to its three space


dimensions. Considering (1) as applied to transport in a large


lake, we might try eliminating dependency on z by vertically


averaging (1). Thus, the operation


A

IT ( [ (1) ] d z , where h is local depth produces


^ + u  +v  + ^ i i + 7 i : 
3t 3x 3y 3x 3y 

= D (°j£ + 1 ^ ) (2) 
]j ^35F 3yz J K J 

where the over bar denotes a vertically averaged quantity and the


prime indicates local deviation from the vertical average. Following


the usual approach in turbulent flow problems, we assume


u, 3£1 = K 32C


3x ex 3x2


with a similar approximation for the y-direction term where Ke and


are effective horizontal dispersion coefficients. Thus, (2) becomes




where the molecular diffusion terms have been dropped since they are


negligible. (3) is now a much more efficient equation for computer


solution. However, it is only useful in a practical sense if Ke and


Ke can be determined.


The main concern of this investigation is to predict when time-


independent Ke
 Ts can be expected in equation (3), and also to estimate


their constant values. The question of when does Ke become time-inde


pendent is answered in terms of a criterion for the use of vertical


averaging that depends on the interaction of horizontal velocity and


Dz. It is also shown how Ke can then be calculated as a function of


horizontal velocity and Dz.


The model problem from which the criterion for vertical averaging


is obtained is derived from a simplification of equation (1). First it


is assumed that x is a local coordinate in the direction of the main


3C 3C

n  n
flow so that the term v -r—fl is negligible compared with u j - n .


Ignoring also the molecular diffusion terms, (1) becomes


_ _ _ _ ^ j


Equation (4) is now operated on with

/+£


[ (4) ] d z , where 2% is the size of the


largest eddies effective in the vertical transport of concentration.


is the result of this operation.




Assuming the terms w -r— and uT •*— to be small, and letting

oZ dX


w?
 IFF" = " Sz~~ ^ z "9z~̂ > where Dz is a vertical eddy diffusivity


which can be a function of depth, produces the model problem from


which the results are derived.


Pioneer study of the interaction between horizontal velocity and


vertical diffusivity and their combined effect on dispersion was done


by Taylor (1953). He illuminated theoretically and experimentally, for


a laminar flow in a circular tube, basic concepts involved in the inter


action between vertical diffusion and horizontal convection. Two phases


of transport were identified. The first, extending from the point of


introduction of the solute to some distance downstream, is characterized


by significant cross-plane variations in concentration of solute and an


increasing rate of dispersion in the downstream direction of the solute


cloud taken as a whole. Small variations in crossplane concentration,


after a sufficient time, characterizes the second phase. Further spread


in this phase can be described mathematically by an effective downstream


diffusion coefficient which depends on the cross-plane shear of the down


stream velocity, and the cross-plane diffusion coefficient. Thus, he


showed that cross-plane averaging is a theoretically sound treatment of


dispersion problems, provided that the solute cloud has entered the


second phase of transport. This work concerns the detailed calculation


of the first phase of transport for the model problem as a means of pre


diction of the beginning of the second phase. It also predicts the


effective downstream diffusion coefficient for the second phase.




Aris (1956) extended Taylor's mathematical analysis to tubes of


arbitrary cross-section. Elder (1959) applied Taylorfs analysis to


obtain the effective horizontal dispersion coefficient for open channel


flow. Saffman (1962) extended TaylorTs and Aris1 concepts to atmospheric


dispersion. Thackston and Krenkel (1967) and Fischer (1967) applied the


same technique to streams. Bowden (1965) extended the idea to sea for


horizontal mixing due to shearing current. Most of this work is very


well summarized by Csanady (1973).


The method used here is very similar to the one developed by


Natarajan1. This work extends NatarajanTs investigation to include


seven different combinations of velocity and diffusivity profiles.


 Natarajan, R., Numerical Solution to a Two-Dimensional Dispersion Equation1


(M,S. Thesis, The Cleveland State University, Cleveland, Ohio, 1973).
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METHOD


We will approach the problem by solving the model transport equation


described in the introduction,


The x-coordinate is in the direction of the mean flow, the z-coordinate


is directed vertically upward from the bottom, and C, u and D are defined


in terms of the local vertical average indicated in the introduction.


Equation (6) is made dimensionless using the following reference


quantities and dimensionless variables:


Hrex  r = H = depth of lake


C £ = C = maximum concentration occurring in lake


=
U £ = U m a x  maximum algebraic difference between

maximum and minimum horizontal velocity

along a vertical line


x

X* =
 H


Z* = jf (0 £ Z* <_ 1)


t* = tUmax


u* = -~—

max


By substitution into equation (6) we obtain:




The *fs will be omitted henceforth to simplify notation, with the under


standing that variables are dimensionless unless stated otherwise.


The initial pollutant concentration is C = C(x,z,0). The boundary


conditions are


rlC


Dz ~ = 0 at z = 0 and z = 1. (8)


A guassian initial distribution is assumed C(x,z,0) = e-[*-x"2 • • ].

4a


r
By picking the variance fa  very small, this initial condition approxi


mates a delta function input.


Equation (8) was solved numerically2 for various diffusivity and


velocity profiles. The results are conveniently described in terms of


moments of the C distribution. Let C" be the vertically averaged concen


tration at a given x. At any time t, we define the following parameters:


x = J CT (x) x dx (9) 
cx> 

r C (x) dx 

« * 00 

(x) (x - 2 dx U 
%JP 0 0 

I C (x) dx (10)


J -<


 Vakil, S. J., "Criteria for the Use of Vertical Averaging in Great
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It can be shown that equation (10) can also be written as


r C (x) dx

The longitudinal dispersion coefficient is defined as


D* = 1/2  d V (12)


at any time t.


D*x  represents the spread of pollutant due to the interaction of the


vertical variation of horizontal velocity and the vertical diffusion.


The integrals in equations (9) to (11) are evaluated by Trapezoidal


and Simpson's rule integrations using the C distribution from the


numerical solution of equation (7) •


The linear velocity profile and the lake velocity profile are


discussed by Natarajan1. Along with the linear and the lake velocity


profiles, we have also considered one more velocity profile which is


described by the equation


u(z) = 1.0 + 0.217 In (z) (13)


between z = 0.1 and z = 1.0. It is assumed that the velocity profile


from z = 0 to z = 0,1 will be linear and follow the equation


u(z) = 5z (14)


In this profile, it can be seen that at z = 0, u(z) = 0 and at z = 1,


u(z) = 1.0.




Two more vertical diffusivity profiles were taken into consideration


besides the constant diffusivity value. These will be referred to as the


log diffusivity profile and the lake diffusivity profile. The log diffusivity


profile was derived by Reynold's analogy applied to the log velocity profile.


The form of the diffusivity profile is


D(z) = 0.6 z (1 - z) (15)


Equation (15) was slightly modified to prevent D(z) from becoming zero at


the boundaries. The lake diffusivity profile is simply a proposed varia


tion of D with depth in an unstratified lake. The form chosen is


D(z) = 0.05 + 0.204 (z - 0.3) (16)


between z = 0.3 and 1. D(z) - .05 from z = 0. to 0.3. This profile was


used with all three velocity profiles. It should be pointed out that both


these diffusivity profiles, when averaged in the z direction, produce


Dz = 0.1.


A second method for calculating D*., was derived from the series of

-A.


equations given in Csanady (1973) for shear-augmented diffusion in a


channel. The final equation is
,1.0 

D*x = \ u(z) <j> (z) dz (17) 
Jo 0 

where $ (z) can be calculated from D(z) and u(z). Thus, equations (12) 

and (17) provide two independent methods for computing D*x. This gives


a means for checking the numerical results.




RESULTS


Results will be presented in turn for each velocity profile with


different diffusivity profiles. Mainly, each velocity profile was


combined with a constant D_ = 0.1 and the lake diffusivity profile*


Since all diffusivity profiles give Dz « 0.1, it will be possible to


compare the effect of constant Dz vs. variable D2 when both have the


same average value. Only the linear velocity profile was combined


with the log diffusivity profile. In all the figures, numerals I,


II and III correspond to the constant, the lake and the log diffusivity


profiles respectively.


Horizontal Distribution of Concentration for the Linear Velocity Profile


There are three different situations to be considered, the linear


profile with constant diffusivity, the log diffusivity profile and the


lake diffusivity profile. Concentration at any time is a function of


z and x. C values are plotted in the x direction at z = 0.5.


Figures 1 and 2 give the concentration distribution for the linear


velocity profile at t = 1 and 5 respectively. As time progresses, for


all the three diffusivity profiles, the skewness starts to smooth out


and the concentration distribution approaches a normal distribution.


Vertical Concentration Distribution for the Linear Velocity Profile


Vertical concentration distribution was demonstrated by a series


of graphs made of concentration versus z at the x location where maximum


concentration occurred at a given time (called x ) . Figures 3 and 4 show


the vertical variation in concentration for the linear velocity profile
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combined with the constant, log and lake diffusivity profiles at t = 1


and 5 respectively• Examining these figures it is evident that as time


progresses the vertical variation in concentration becomes smaller,


eventually approaching a straight line in the vertical direction. The


most variation in the z direction at time t - 5 is seen for the lake


diffusivity profile.


Horizontal Distribution of the Log Velocity Profile


Figure 5 shows the concentration distribution in the x-direction


at the final time t = 6. We observe qualitatively the same kind of


behavior as for the linear profile. However, there is less spread of


the distribution here than for the linear velocity profile.


Vertical Concentration Distribution for the Log Velocity Profile


Figure 6 shows the vertical variation in concentration for the log


velocity profile with constant diffusivity and the lake diffusivity pro


file at time t = 6.


As time progresses variation in the vertical direction decreases


and for constant diffusivity it shows practically no variation at t = 6.


A little variation in the vertical direction for the lake diffusivity


profile persists, however.


Horizontal Distribution of Concentration for the Lake Velocity Profile


Concentration values in the horizontal direction are plotted at


different times for constant diffusivity and the lake diffusivity profile.


Figure 7 shows the horizontal distribution at time t « 6. Once again as


time progresses, for both the diffusivity profiles, the concentration


profile is losing its skewness and gradually approaches the normal distri


bution.




n


Vertical Concentration Distribution for the Lake Velocity Profile


Figure 8 represents the vertical concentration distribution of the


lake velocity profile with constant diffusivity and the lake diffusivity


profile at time t = 6. Figure 8 shows that there is still a little


variation an the z direction for constant diffusivity, while the lake


diffusivity profile gives almost a straight line. This is the reverse


of the results for the linear and the log velocity profiles.


D*x Values for the Three Velocity Profiles


Figures 9, 10, and 11 show a 2 versus time for the various velocity


and diffusivity profile combinations. According to Aris (1956), for any


velocity profile and finite Dz, D*x reaches an asymptotic constant value.


This value for D*x can be calculated from the final constant slope of


the curves in Figures 9, 10, and 11 by means of equation (12). These


values are given in Table 1.
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TABLE 1


D * Values


Diffusivity Profile Linear Profile Log Profile Lake Profile 

Constant 0.086 0.039 0.047 

Log 0.072 

Lake 0.102 0.054 0.048 

D * values were also computed independently by the method summarized


by equation (17) as a check of the numerical results. These values


are given in Table 2.


TABLE 2


Dx* Values


Diffusivity Profile Linear Profile Log Profile Lake Profile


Constant 0.083 0.037 0.054


Log 0.069


Lake 0.100 0.052 0.049


These values of D * for different combinations match sufficiently well

A.


with the calculated values of Dx* given in Table 1 to confirm the


numerical methods* The small differences between these two values


can probably be accounted for by the numerical error in the solution


of equation (7).
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It can be shown (see Vakil2) that the approach of ax2to a


constant value is exponential with exponent -ouDz*t, where cu


is generally the smallest eigenvalue in a certain Sturm-Liouville


problem, and Dz* is the mean non-dimensional cross-plane diffusion,


Dimensional time, t^, to reach phase II transport thus scales as


H2


where D_ in this equation is the mean dimensional diffusivity. When


phase II is reached, the z direction can be replaced by an effective


dispersion coefficient in the x direction, Dx*. If equation (17) is


non-dimensionalized using D * = 1, it can be seen that

Jut


nH
2!! U 

2


Ke = Cx n Umax


where Cj is just .1 D *. The factor .1 is required since Dx* was calcu


lated with Dz* = .1. As the values of Dx* have been calculated, Ke can


be evaluated for each case.


As an example of the evaluation of a p consider Figure 9, curve I.


This shows that by t = 4, a o has approached an approximate linear


growth rate. Thus,


ax D2* - 1/4


and ou ~ 2*5 since D * = 0.1 
x 2* 

Therefore, t-, = H2 

2.5 Dz 
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Values of Cj and a^ can be obtained for each combination of


velocity and diffusivity profile. Table 3 summarizes these values


of Ci and a^.


TABLE 3


Velocity 
Profile 

Diffusivity 
Profile 

ai Cl 

Linear Constant 2.5 0.0083 

Linear Log 2.5 0.0069 

Linear Lake 2.0 0.0100 

Log Constant 2.0 0.0037 

Log Lake 1.7 0.0052 

Lake Constant 1.7 0.0054 

Lake Lake 2.0 0.0049 
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DISCUSSION


The examples demonstrate that the vertical variation of concen


tration and the value obtained for Dx* can significantly depend upon


the combination of velocity and diffusivity profiles. In Table 3,


it can be seen that ou varies by a factor of 1.5 and C-̂  varies by a


factor slightly less than. 3.0, ti and K_ can be estimated from these


results for a wide range of cases of practical interest.


For example, it is interesting to compare the values of K_ calcu


lated from these results with values for the horizontal diffusivity


obtained by Murthy (1970) from his dye release experiments in Lake


Ontario. To do this, a relation between K and a horizontal length


scale is needed. This is obtained as follows. Start with


and t± = H 2 (19)


Eliminating H2 between (18) and (19) gives


Ke =  Cl "I tl U2™«nr (20)


Equation (20) expresses Ke as a function of time, where the time, t\9


is just long enough to reach phase two type transport for the corres


ponding H from equation (18) or (19). It is now assumed that (19) is


valid for an H that varies continuously with time. Equation (20),


therefore, gives the continuous relationship between Ke and tijne of
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diffusion for a case where the depth, H, grows according to (19)


The horizontal length scale is


L  U  dt
 • I max  C21)
• f11

Jo


where U will vary with H and, therefore, with time. Thus,


L =  a
 l  ̂ Umax


where U in (22) is the value at t-, and a-jft-,) is a function of
max -*- JL x


order 1. Taking a;[ = 1 and eliminating t^ between (20) and (22)


gives


K L U 
e =  C l * l m a x C23)


So far in obtaining (23), nothing has been specified concerning


either the velocity or vertical diffusivity profiles. If we now


assume that the velocity profile varies linearly with depth, then


"max " a2« W


where a, is the slope of the linear profile. Combining (19), (22),


and (24) yields


a, D_ 1/3 1/3

H = (J~^) L (25)


a2

and combining (23), (24) and (25) yields


K e - C,
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(26) is the desired relationship between Ke and L for a linear velocity


profile and constant vertical diffusivity (thus Dz is not a function of


depth or time). According to the assumptions made in its derivation,


it is intended to be a model for the case where soluble material is


introduced near the surface and begins to diffuse vertically as it


spreads horizontally as was the case in Murthy?s experiments.


In (26), Cx = .0083 and aj = 2.5 from Table 3, corresponding to


the linear velocity profile and constant diffusivity case. The depen


— 2

dence on D_ is weak. Typical values of 5 and 10 cm /sec produced very


Li


similar results for K . Dependence on the slope of the velocity profile


a£, is more pronounced. Values for ^ of 30/900 sec" and 15/900 sec"


were tried. It is interesting to note that the familiar 4/3 power


dependency of Ke on L is produced in this model even though nothing is


assumed about horizontal turbulence.


Figure 12 compares Ke for three different combinations of D2 and


a£. The results suggest that horizontal spreading due to vertical


shear in the horizontal velocity coupled with vertical diffusion is


at least as important as that due to horizontal turbulence. The


effect of horizontal velocity gradients in elongating dye patches in


his experiments was noted by Murthy. It should be emphasized that


the lines compared with Murthyfs results in Figure 12 were computed


using typical values of Dz and &2>
 anc^ ^° not necessarily correspond
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to the conditions of Murthy's experiments. However, the data are


fairly well represented over a range of reasonable values for the


parameters. Perhaps even more significant is the 4/3 power depen


dency which is predicted by the model and which Murthy's data seem


to follow.
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CONCLUSIONS


The examples using the model problem have shown that vertical


variation in concentration becoming relatively small and Dx* reaching


a constant value are well correlated. Thus, the use of Dx* reaching


a constant value is a good criterion for using vertical averaging.


Dx* for use in a vertically averaged model can be predicted by this


method*


tj, the time for phase I transport, scales as


and K_, the effective horizontal dispersion coefficient, scales as


Some situations, such as existence of a thermocline, are not


covered by the results given here, since this would represent a


vastly different Dz profile from any of the examples. However,


in all the cases studied a^ and Cj_ varied within a factor of 1,5


and less than 3.0, respectively. Thus, results obtained here can


be used to predict t^ and Ke for a wide range of reasonable velocity


and diffusivity profiles. For velocity and diffusivity profiles


that are very different from the ones studied here a^ and C^ can


be calculated by the method used here and new values of tj and K


can be obtained from the above identities.
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It was seen in Figure 12 that K , as calculated in this investi

e


gation, compares favorably with measured horizontal diffusivities in


Lake Ontario. The importance of the vertical shear of the horizontal


velocity combined with vertical diffusion on horizontal spreading


appears to be at least the same as the effect of horizontal turbulence.


More information is necessary to decide the dominating factor.
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